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THE ROCKLAND LIONS

appIe Community Building Will Soon Be Up and Doing The National Council Of Garden Clubs Opened A Popular Speaker Tells Them How He Spent
His Summer Vacation
Sessions At Camden This Morning
—Chamber Of Commerce Invited

With the advent of Maine’s
picking season. Commissioner Wash^U.bn«;,PXT*. Z-TOT 1D burn of the Department of Agricul-

| lure Tuesday, notified apple grow-

t»oAn «d ven JeTon^r UP°D

Ths RoS^Stu^Jtab.Uh.d,^

”ackerS and shlpp*» that th«

In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- 1 state's
nackine law would
be
llahed and consolidated with the Gazette
p
8
ln 1882. The Free Press was established "strictly enforced.’’
In 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
“Every closed package of apples
March 17. 1897.

offered for sale, distribution or
■ transportation,"
Washburn
said,

•••
Action may not always bring
— happiness; but there Is no happlness without action.—Disraeli.

"shall bear a statement on the out
side stating the size of the package,
the name and address of the ship
per, the name of the variety, the
grade and the minimum size of the
fruit ln the packages.
“If the apples were grown in
Maine, that fact must be plainly
designated. The word 'Apples' must
appear in all instances;'
A. M. G. Soule, chief of the In
specting division, said the law pro
vided for the imposition of a fine
on persons or firms “not observing
the mandates of this law."

PARKING YOUR CAR

"How to Park Your Car" 1s the title
of a new film recently announced by
the Safety Educational Department of
The Aetna Casualty and Surety
Company. The film, which lakes only
one minute to project, shows both by
photography and animated diagrams
the correct method of parking a car
The film is the first of a series which
MAY BUY APPLES
will be available for instruction pur
poses in high school courses and for
The Federal Surplus Commodities
use by police and motor vehicle
Corporation announced it began purauthorities and others Interested In
chasing surplus apples In Massaimprovmg driving skill as a means of
.
...
v
’
J
. Ichusetts Tuesday and is considering
preventing accidents and reducing slmUar buylng
in Maine New Hamptraffic congestion.
shire and Connectlcut
apples
POD SAIF
,
i. , 7
k i.
Sixty-six
Hereford
Cattle—one-halt
Heifers and one-half Steen; weight
400 pounds up; to arrive Oct. 7.
C. M. BURGESS
Telephone 6-4
Union Maine
118-125

being purchased in Massachusetts,
officials said, are various late varlelles of u ®- Utility grade or better.
Ttle puWhases are being made at
around market prices to relieve surplus conditions in the market. The
appies wjij he distributed to needy
persons.

FOR SALE
BUSINESS ON MAIN STREET
Good For $1000 to $1500 a Week

Inquire of

ELMER C. DAVIS
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ROCKLAND

TEL. 77
119-121

FORD A

FORD and CHEV.

MANIFOLD
HEATERS

GENERATORS

A Generator
Built to Deliver 24 Amperes.
Will keep your battery
charged in spite of radio,
heater, fan, defroster.
Mfgr's
List
>/ "AM EXCH.

• NO BATTERY DRAIN
• EASILY INSTALLED
(Radiator Fan Blast Floods
Car With Clean. Hot Air!

Found In River

’Twas Misleading

Owner has other plans

375 MAIN ST.

The Rockland Lions indulged in a with their lot. Laborers receive $2 a
A welcoming hand is being ex rapid succession as indicated by the
full
program
here
presented:
bit
of (horse play at the expense of day or $40 a month. Quebec has an
tended today to garden devotees hail
8-cent sales tax; and some cosmetics
their guest. Willis I. Ayer, but when
Thursday
ing from coast to coast as they as
has a 10-cent tax.
10:00 a. m—North Atlantic Re he arose to speak, and when he com
semble at Whitehall Inn for the
People attend the churches from
fall conference of the National Coun gional Meeting. (Mrs. Joseph S. pleted his address he had an excellent miles around. The tourists estimate
Leach, presiding.)
opportunity to see how popular he is that they saw 1000 persons leaving a
cil of Garden Clubs and the annual
1:00 p. m.—Luncheon—Megunti with that organization, and how well church in a small locality.
meeting of the North Atlantic Re cook Golf Club and Whitehall Inn.
'I never saw dust or dirt until I
his talk was appreciated.
gion. The hostess club In Camden,
l’3O to 2:30 p. m—National Coun
He told the story of his summer va saw the New Brunswick roads," said
under direction of Its energetic pres cil Executive Board Meeting.
cation. which took the form of a mo Mr. Ayer. “But in another year or
3:00 p. m.—Resume of Board Meet tor trip around the famed Gaspe Pe two the Province will have a fine
ident Mrs. Pearl G. Willey, has made
thoughtful provision for the com ing; Financial Standing; Roll Call ninsula. He was accompanied on that system."
A new member was initiated into
fort and recreation of the visitors, of States.
occasion by Mrs. Ayer and Mr. and
4:30 p. m.—Tea with Mrs. Donald Mrs. Henry C. Chatto. Henry did all the Rockland Club—E. E. Mil Hary.
with a round of social functions and
scenic tours purposed to display at Dodge, Beauchamp Point and Mrs.
Among the guests yesterday, Art
Its best, the beauty spot of Va- E. J. Cornells, Bay View street.
Noon, past president of the Portland
7:00 p. m.—Dinner at Whitehall
Lion.\ Club, who told a good story at
cationland.
Members of the summer colony Inn.
the expense of former District Gov
9:00 p. m.—Concert by Zlatko Balwho remained for the colorful au
ernor George W. Dyer; and Charles
tumnal season are exerting an hos ckovlc, host.
Gould.
pitable Interest ln the affair. Mrs.
The club voted to send a memento
Friday
j Donald Dodge of Beauchamp Point
of its regard to former President
9:00 a. m., National Council Meet
\ and Mrs. E- J- Cornells of Bay View
Frank H. Ingraham, who is confined
ing; Regional Vice Presidents; Com
j street will serve tea today at 4.30. a
to his bed by illness; and a letter of
mittee Chairmen.
,
S3 j change being made in the scheduled
sympathy to Governor and Mrs. Lewis
12:30 p. m.—Clanjbake at Sher
hour of 5 o’clock ln order that the
<5 Barrows ln the death of their eldest
man's Point (weather permitting) or
guests might view their estates and
son.
at Hosmer Pond Outing Club Lodge.
It was found that Ingraham's In
gardens while it was yet daylight.
Turnpike Drive; visit to Antique
dians had beaten Senter's Scouts in
Zlatko Balokovic, world renowned
Shops "Montpelier" in Thomaston
the attendance contest. The victory
violinist, In the role of host-musi
open 3 to 6.
dinner awaits the “Judge's" return.
cian
has
a
treat
of
the
first
water
in
:
7:00 p. m.—Banquet at Whitehall
store as the final attraction of the
Inn; State of Maine Pictures.
first day's program. Mr. Balokovic's
Saturday
accompanist will be Hellmut Baerwald. and although the list of se
8:15 a. m.—Start for Bar Harbor
Westbrook Police Recover
lections to be played remains a visit enroute the Black Mansion in
guarded secret to surprise his audi Ellsworth.
Body Of Well Known
In the house of his friends Willts
12:30 p. m.,—Box picnic lunch in
consequent service of the building to Chisholm. James Connellan, Mayor ence, it Is safe to say the nature
Ayer found himsell yesterday
Newspaper Man
of the concert will be such as makes Acadia National Park; coffee served
Thurston and John M. Richardson.
the people enlarged.
musical
history.
by Mt. Desert Garden Club, Bar Har
• • • •
In order to have the building used
H. J. R. Tewksbury a prominent
As this paper goes to press, the bor; Tour of Park and drive to Mt. of the driving despite the fact that
The Community Building. Inc., di
lt must be heated and some person
Portland newspaper man, and brother
Willis
was
a
smashing
success
as
a
North
Atlantic
Regional
Meeting
is
Cadillac.
must be on the spot at all times in rectors Aso include J. W Robinson.
of Town Clerk John L. Tewksbury of
in progress with Mrs. Joseph S.
4:00 p. m.—Tea at Jordan Pond rookie driver.
charge. To that end J. N. Southard W. I. Ayer, L. A Chatto. E. L. Brown.
Camden, was drowned in the waters
There
are
five
ways
of
approach

Leach,
presiding.
Official
and
social
House; hostesses members of Mt
will assume the duties cf custodian J. E. Bradstreet. A. E Brunberg, H.
of the Presumpscot River at West
ing
Gaspe,
and
the
Rockland
tourists
activities of various types follow in Desert Garden Club.
next Monday. The building will be O. Chatto, R. U. Clark, E H Crie,
elected to take the long route via brook yesterday, the body being found
available for all public purposes at W. O. Fuller, F. W. Fuller. E. F.
Edmonton, their object being to view late last night by Westbrook police.
the lowest rates consistent with main Glover. A. W. Gregory, V. A. Leach,
Chief of police Edward A. Reny
the heart of the Aroostook potato re
and
Deputy Marshal Hormidas Aube
tenance costs. It may be hired by A. F. McAlary, J. C. Perry, H. M.
gion. They found considerable rust
contacting John M. Richardson at ■ Pratt,*R. S. Sherman. J. E. Stevens,
recovered the body, they said, after
ln
many
gardens,
but
the
speaker
was
Maine Concern Gave Its Em- But It Was Triumphantly
The Courier-Gazette, Mayor Thurs-'w
Sullivan. M F. Lovejoy, Capt.
of the opinion that it might prove a note had been found on the rail of
ployes Wrong Dope About
Finished Under Rockland a blessing in disguise, because of the the Cumberland street bridge, with
ton or A. F McAlary. phone 634. The John Bernet. Parker F Worrey. K C.
auditorium and stage are completely Rankin M. B. Perry, L. E. McRae,
Tewksbury's hat over it.
Unemployment
Boy’s Direction
heavy yield and low price.
furnished, the tower room is ready Albert McCarty. Lawrence Miller,
The police said Tewksbury's head
The tourists passed miles of crude
except for a piano fand the two first i Principal Blaisdell. W. C. Ladd.Dissemination
ofmisleadinginfor- | The Logan Banner ofLogan, West log cabins which bore an atmosphere was gashed, indicating that he had
floor rooms are available for meet- j Joseph Emery and Mrs. Ruth Elling- rfo,atjonby aMaine concern toits em- Virginia,recently issued
aspecial
of destitution, and which contained struck a rock after the 15-foot drop
, wood.
1 ployes relative to
unemployment edition offering congratulations to broods of children who get very little from the bridge. Deputy Marshal
ings
The most pressing need at the mo-1 On the furnishing committee, co- benefit payments after Jan. 1, 1938. the Appalachian Electric Power schooling. “How can they be expect Aube said he had seen Tewksbury
ment seems to be for an adequate operating with the above is P. F has reached the attention of the Company upon the opening of its ed to vote intelligently?" asked the near the bridge just before 9.30 p. m.
sound system for the big auditorium j Worrey. T- H. Chisholm, J. M. Rich- Maine Unemployment Compensation new $3,750,000 plant in Logan.
when he was making his rounds.
speaker.
and to that end a committee has been ardson. Miss Lenore Benner. Mrs. Commission ar.d steps have been
The matter is of local interest due
Mr. Ayer wondered Just where the The note found later prompted
appointed to get immediate action. I Ellingwood, D. C. Leach, Levi Flint, taken to correct the matter Commis- to the fact that Charles O. Cough line is that separates the United search of the river. It was addressed
lncluding A. F. McAlary, A. C. Me- ! Linooln E. McRae. Wilbur F. Senter, sion officials said today.
lin, a Rockland boy, is assistant plant States and Canada. He saw no troops to a son.
Dr. Frederick E. Wheat, a medical
Loon and James Connellan. Several Dr. James Kent, Frank A.Tlrrell, Jr., I While theinformation given the superintendent at Logan. He went drawn up to protect either boundary;
sound installations in similar large Charles C. Wotton, James Connellan, workers wasmisleading lt has not there three years ago with a view to instead smiling officials who sped examiner, was called immediately by
buildings are being studied and <as j William J. Sullivan, Lawrence Miller, been found that this was intention- its Improvement, and had complete them on their way. He had no diffi police.
The ommission however charge of the installation.
A newpaperman 33 years, Tewks
soon as this trio is convinced of the A W Gregory, A. C. McLoon. Willisallly done
Mr culty lin making his wants known to
concerned over the effects such Coughlin who is a son of Mr. and tf,e natives. The French cooking was bury was a former telegraph editor
actual practicability of a system the I- Ayer. Elmer B. Crockett. John M.
i work will be done.
’: Pomeroy. George J. Cumming. Joseph I information might have on unem- Mrs. Charles 6. Coughlin of Rankin delicious and the residents have not of the Lewiston Daily Sun and also
• • • •
j E. Blaisdell. Leforest A. Thurston, ployed workers eligible to receive street, is a graduate of Rockland yet
i(jpa af rot>blng everybody. had worked on the Kennebec Journal
Parker E. Worrye. driving force of 'Basil H Stinson, Joseph Emery, benefits under certain conditions
High School. In 1930 he graduated
The Quebec Highway Department Augusta. He had been editor of the
At a later date, Commission offi from University of Maine, from which has cared well for its many miles of Sunday Telegram seven years and
Community Fair, joins the directorate Maurice jF Lovejoy, Dr. William Ell
of Community Building. Inc., as a ingwood. E. R. Veazie. Knott C. Ran cials said placards will be issued he received a B. S. degree in me roads, and the motorist now travels previously had worked on the Tele
welcomed member, filling the first kin. H. C. Chatto, Valentine Chisholm, stating in simple language the va chanical engineering.
over them in perfect comfort. The gram and the Portland Evening Ex
In the course of its extended report travel along the Peninsula is marked press 12 years.
vacancy which has occurred since the W. C. (Ladd. R V. Stevenson, A. T. rious steps an unemployed person
must take in order to properly make of the plant, the Logan Banner says:
original corporation nt the time the Thurston and F. A. Winslow.
by high mountains, deep valleys and j Tewksbury was born at East Dover.
•
•
•
•
1
claim
for
benefits.
These
are
to
be
An
interesting
feature
of
the
new
Federal government turned the build
dizzy precipices, but Is pertectly sale He was a graduate of the Lewiston
A formal invitation has been made mailed to every contributing em- addition to the Logan plant of the
ing over to the city. Mr. Worrey rep
The hills are long and steep, and High School and received an LL. B.
to
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
[
ployer
for
posting
in
a
conspicuous
Appalachian
system
is
the
100.000
there are >sign.s warnlng motorists to degree from Hamilton Law College.
resents the City of Rockland, succeed
Information Bureau to locate in the Place.
He made his home in Westbrook
kt’owatt transformer bank, the larg travel in low gear. There are many
ing the late Mrs. Mary Flanagan.
central
office
at
Community
Buildj
Until
these
notices
are
prepared
and
was a member of the city park
est
of
its
kind
ever
constructed.
The first public event in the build
horse-drawn vehicles of ancient vint
Ing was the remarkably successful^ “ would seem ldeal from
and sent out the Commission suggest
This bank, comprised of four huge age. Few automobiles from Maine commission.
vaudeville and musical show present point of parking, central location, i that any employer desiring to post a transformers—three for regular serv were seen.
easily identifiable and the answer to ! notice
similar nature write the ice and one for a spare—is unique in
ed by Works Progress troupers from
Lumbering, fishing and catering to
one of the Chamber’s greatest objec- Commission. Such a notice will then both size and design.
Portland. This was the official open
tourists are the principal industries.
tives. conveniently located comfort he properly made out and sent to the
Each of the transformers has four Salmon are plentiful, and retail at 10
ing program of the building, and lt
windings. (Ordinary
transformers
Mrs. Lydia Hutchinson. 57. fcldow
I seems proper that the return of these stations for out of town folk. It is employer,
In the instance that came to the have two windings and. in some rare to 15 cents a pound.
understood
that
the
Chamber
may
of
Oscar Hutchinson, perished late
players should feature its re-opening
The travelers were much Interested
attention of the Commission the
this month. The first appearance have to move anyhow when the amount of benefits was incorrectly instances, three windings).
in the outdoor ovens, where the wom Tuesday night in a fire of undeter
The highest voltage winding con en cook their bread A salmon rear mined origin which destroyed her
proved amazingly successful and Central Maine Power Co. transfers stated as was the time when bene
Willis I. Ayer heads the committee its offices as announced in these fits can first actually be paid and nects the plant to the 132.000 volt ing-pool, containing fish which weigh small home on Main street. Stoning
transmission system which not only
ton.
which will handle the forthcoming columns.
the proper place to apply for same carries the energy from the plant from 6 to 40 pounds apiece would in
The fire was discovered by passersshow, |date to be announced.
terest
local
sportsmen,
but
with
a
io distant places but can be used in
The tower room has been rented in that particular locality.
license fee of $26.50 for non-resident by and the woman's body was found
Principal Blaisdell. W. J. Sullivan
emergency to bring energy to Logan
each Thursday afternoon beginning
and Charles C. Wotton are the com
fishermen and guides $3 a day, the lying in (her bed when firemen were
TILL AFTER CHRISTMAS
from other plants.
next week to Charlotte Cahill Rauser.
mittee to work out details at High
Rockland contingent did not have any able to examine the ruins of the build
Another winding delivers power at
teacher
of
the
dance
and
physical
Lindberghs
Will
Remain
In
Kent.School and Junior High basketball and
particular yearning along that line. ing.
44,000 volts to the lines which serve
culture who was well known here
Mrs. Hutchinson, a native of Deer
Then Where Will They Go
The salmon are kept in the rearing
athletic activities. It is hoped to have
the Logan coal fields.
some years ago as assistant to Jen
Isle,
had been a resident of Stoning
the splendid gym, which is ideal from
pool 18 months without being fed.
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh and his
The other two windings take en
nie Harvey Percival.
ton for several years. She leaves no
The
St.
Lawrence
River
is
30
nl'.es
both spectator and player angle, in
• • w B
family will maintain their residence ergy from the generating units in
wide in the broadest places. Last relatives.
full use. A special effort will be made
The skeleton planting made this in “Long Bam," their old, timbered the plant.
winter the coldest weather was 17
to give opportunity for organized
Every precaution has been taken to
spring has turned out amazingly well. house at Seven Oaks, Kent, England
below zero, but the wind and snow
play and athletic games to the
Farmers received an average of
The work was only temporary, many “until after Christmas at least," the insure continuous operation of these
were very severe. Mr. Ayer never saw about one-half of the price that
boys and girls of the Junior High
transformers
annuals being used and the work be landlord said.
an American newspaper while in consumers paid for 58 foods in 1935.
School in order to give them a major
Automatic indicating instruments
“Long Barn's" owner, Harold G.
ing done by W.P.A. workers. How
Canada, not even The Courier-Ga The other half went to pay such costs
Interest in the building and start
ard Rich of Swan's Island showed Nicolson, a member of the House of are provided for determining the
zette.
j early the building ol better bodies
as transportation, processing, and
his splendid spirit by contributing Commons, said he could not under temperature of the transformers so
The Teal show place in tits opinion marketing.
i and community spirit.
100 regal lilies which will make a stand the Colonel's liking for the that, in the case of overheating, fans
• • • •
is Perec. He descended there the
great start toward the permanent drafty house during winter. Friends can be turned on to force a cyclone
steepest hill he ever saw; it had a YOUR FAVORITE ROEM
Thomas H. Chisholm heads a com
planting which the Rockland Garden had commented that the lanky Lind air blast over cooling vanes.
drqp of 1300 feet ln 1'4 miles. In
mittee whose duty it is to immediately
These can withstand the shock of
Club, with characteristic fine pub bergh would be dissatisfied with the
that vicinity are plenty of hotels and
If I had my life to live again I would
install pool tables iin the great room
residence after “he cracks his head the most powerful lightning stroke
lic spirit, will supervise.
have made a rule to read some poetry
under the foyer. Several persons have
and llaten to some music at least once
and shunt it off to the earth without nice cabins.
a few times on the low doorways.”
Grand scenery was found in a week. The loss of these tastes is a
Indicated a willingness to donate pool
The immediate pressing need at
Friends said both the Colonel and interruption of service.
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Matepedia
Valley. The roads were
tables, and if they will communicate ! the building is for a piano for the Mrs. Lindbergh found "Long Barn,”
The engineer of today refuses to
THE LITTLE CARES
with Mr. Chisholm immediate action tower room. It is hoped eventually where they have lived since March, be cowed by the whims of nature. cut in the mountain side. There was
The little cares that fretted me.
will result.
to have two grknds in that beauti 1936, a suitable place for the rear Transformers which deliver enough a rushing stream, a railroad, and
I lost them yesterday.
To A. C. McLoon is intrusted the ful room which lends itself so well ing of their two sons, Jon, 5, and energy In an hour to run the aver abruptly another hill. “An enchanted Among the fields above the sea..
Among the winds at play:
responsibility of securing bowling to recitals and club meetings. Any five-months-old Land Morrow
age household for 150 years must stay land.” in the words of the spe aker. Among the lowing of the herds.
The
rustling of the trees.
Bear, deer and salmon abound. Whai
alleys for the building. This all-im person having a piano to donate or
i on the line.
Among the singing of the birds.
a
place
for
a
sportsman!
portant branch of the building's ac knowing where such a piano may County’s greatest revival services, [
The humming of the bees.
----------------------Around the Gaspe Peninsula are 78
tivity ia,destined to prove highly pop be obtained, should communicate at sponsored by the First Baptist! Summer cottagers. Let us lake down
The foolish fears of what may hap.
I cast them all away.
ular with all ages and both sexes once with any member of the fur Church with the famous Taylor I y°nr awnings, store them, insured villages and towns, only two of which
Among the clover-scented grass.
hence the desire to get thin sticks nishing committee listed above.
through the winter, make necessary are the size of Rockland. There are
Among the new-mown hay.
Brothers as evangelists.
Among the husking of itie corn.
• • • •
• • • •
repairs and rehang them next spring many magnificent stone churches.
flying. The'four alley foundation and
Where drowsy popples nod.
The speaker said he liked to stop Where 111 thoughts die and good are
The auditorium will be used
Community Fair under the dyna Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W
lighting is already in place, ready for
born
in
the
small
towns
and
talk
with
the
through
the
month
of
November
for
mic leadership of Parker E. Worrey, Rockland Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
the alleys themselves. It was? due to
Out In the fields with Ood
l»eople, who seem to lie aontented
—Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Mr, McLoon's Insistence at the time what will undoubtedly be Knox will be held Fel) 21 to 26, 1938
Under Sharp mandate of the Board the building plans were in the making
of Control of Community Building to |that th« alle>'
and spectator gali lery were included.
"open her up the new executive board
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ has
has organized and is taking aggres- ' promised an American flag to the
slve action to have the big plant in building. and Vesper A Leach has do, . ,,
„ . i noted p. flagpole. Mayor Thurston and
immediate use to the fullest extent Cu.sUxUan Soulhard arc the commU.
it can serve the public. It must be t€e responsible for the erection of the
borne In mind however that the board pole.
Is ifaced with the twin problems of j
Once more the executive board
keeping a balanced budget and co
| asks for suggestions on any phase of
operating with the furnishings com- !
the operation of the project. Its per
mittee to the end that the equipment 1 sonnel, W. J. Sullivan, C. C Wotton,
of the building may be increased and 1 A. C. McLoon. A. F. Me Alary, T. H.

Was A Huge Task

Perished In Fire

HOSE clamps

hose foot
HOSE &Xiyon
HOSE Shut-Off
GOIKAUP S
QoltklLj

If you <*n buy lb» Sim*'
Article Icr le»$ •liewhert

FREE
Tire Mounting, Brake
Lining Service, Radio
Tubes Tested
Free, Battery
STORE
Installation.

GOFKAUF'S,,

Gofkauf't will gladly re
fund th* differ
ence or return
the lull pu?ch*»e AUTOMOTIVE
» price.

STORE* IVUfWHlRI

in tc

EVERYTHING IN AUTOMOTIVE
ACCESSORIES

433 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 801-W

The Courier-Gazette

Ellsworth Vandals

fourth place on the strength of two daughter have returned to Friend finest crops of field corn the corre
MAN WANTED
20-game pitching Rookies, Lou Fette, ship after spending several weeks spondent has ever been privileged
Man with pair of horses or pair of
with Mrs. Newbig’s parents, Mr. and , to see.
and Jim Turner.
Review Of Season By A. P.
I Adelbert Turner is seriously ill, rattle, txstart out rordwcod: long job.
The National League cellar was Mrs. Walter Kaler.
CHARLES H. PLUMMER
Miss Carol Stevens of Waldoboro with pneumonia threatened.
Dr.
Writer—Red Sox a Flop, "won” by the year's biggest bust, the
The Auctioneer
passed
Tuesday
evening
with
Ida
Cincinnati Reds.
Pierpont is his attending physician. TEL. 11-33,
NO. APPLETON, ME.
Bees Surprise
The Cardinals, minus Dizzy Dean Winchenbach. Mr. and Mrs. Alton
120-121
Mrs. Gertie Turner has returned
who was of no use after having a Winchenbach and daughter Sadie were I from a week's visit in Augusta.
The 1937 Major League season is a i
Rockland visitors Friday.
matter of history, with only the I hand in National League's loss to the
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest is suffering
American Leaguers In the all-star
“Sweetsezi z7 with Domino'
World Series chapter still to be
, from an attack of asthma, the afterNORTH WASHINGTON I math of a severe cold.
Rlefined inU.S.A.
written, but up and down the big J game. Just made third place.
Boston's Red Sox again were the
for
W. A. Palmer. Mr. and Mrs. F.
time a lot of the things that hap- ,
Mr,
and
Mrs.
R
p.
Morang
and
"Gold Flops" for Tom Yawkey and W. Cunningham and sons. Donald
baking
pened in the last 5'- months won't
Chester Turner of Orland were guests
finished
fifth.
ginger
and Robert were business visitors last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunbe forgotten in a hurry, says Sid
Cleveland's Indians again were a Thursday In Thorndike.
bread i
Feder Associated Press sports writer.
' ningham.
disappointment and rode in with
apples J
Aside from little Old New York's J
H. C. Brown of Somerville made a
Sewell
McCartney
of
Belmont,
feurth place.
beans
second-straight championship mo
business call here Saturday.
Mass., and his father of China were
ham £
nopoly, the developments that seem j Washington's Senators and the
visitors
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Mf.
Despite
the
severe
drouth.
M.
W.
i
standouts as you look back over the ' Athletics, neither of which was ever Lenfest has harvested one of the I and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
campaign were its success from a in the race, split their last double- ■L
■ ■
"
—'
header.
financial viewpoint, the epidemic of |
injuries that hit every club in both !
LANE'S A CANDIDATE
loops, the big surprise that was '
pulled out of the hat by the ’ Says He's An Enrolled Republican
Boston Bees and the high-class
and Going Into the Republican
walloping of Ducky Medwick and Joe
Caucus
DiMaggio.
When the books are written off on
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
this season, there seems little doubt
I noticed on the front page of,
that it will top any postdepression
a
Tuesday's issue an editorial entitled
mark in fan turnout and financial
"Let's Have Action.” Reading it I
return.
learned that the Republican party has
Riding high on the strength of
W
no candidate; also that the leaders
their batting might, the New York
have every appearance of being
Yankees murderes’ row had little
asleep at the switch.
trouble finishing 13 games in front
Has your (memory failed? I an
in their pennant chase during the
nounced a few months ago that I
season, largely because the rest of the
was a candidate on the Republican
American League fell apart at their
ticket. My enrollment has been Re
approach.
publican
for 25 years. There will cer
The Giants, found the going
Here is the proof in black and white. Ju st check through this list of low prices to
tougher, but once they climbed into tainly be a Republican caucus and
the
largest
one
in
years.
My
name
see what really big values we offer. And you save without sacrificing quality be
the saddle, there was no stopping
cause the quality of our foods is recogni zed as the highest. Let these money sav
them. This became particularly ap ft ill be presented at that caucus and
parent when the last of a long series there will be no endorsement of a
ers start you toward Perry’s Markets.
of injuries deprived the Chicago Cubs Democrat. You will find that those
of their first baseman. Rip Collins, In who attend that caucus are very much
early August, definitely confining the awake.
This Is station JWL broadcasting
LBS.
Cubs to second place.
An injury also took whatever fight on a (frequency of a few dollars and
some sense.
John W. Lane, j
there was in the Detroit Tigers.
LBS.
Rockland,
Oct.
6.
When an accidental beanball frac

The Major Leagues

THREB-TIMES-A-WEEK

Love your enemies, do good to them
which hate you.—Luke 6:27.

Might Have Been Located
With
Universal Finger
Printing System

To Meet In Frisco

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
The people down Ellsworth way
were aroused to a great pitch of
Where Spread Of Rotary Be
anger, and cf grief, when they
gan International Conven learned that the graves of their de
parted loved ones had been ruthless
tion Will Be Held
ly desecrated. Aroused to such emo
Definite arrangements for the 29th tions of anger we do not know what
annual convention of Rotary Inter they might have done could they
have-placed their hands on the cul
national to be held in San Francisco,
prits at the moment. Then on the
June 19-24. 1938, are to be developed ether hand grief bowed them down,
by the 1933 convention committee of and their thoughts turned to right
Rotary International, meeting in San ing the monuments which were
placed there in memory of these de
Francisco Oct 4-7.
Flans are being made to bring back parted.
As far as we know nothing has
This is the month for new bodies
to the regions where the spread of
been accomplished in apprehending
in motors and in men. The auto
Rotary began, more than 10.000 Ro the culprits who were responsible for
mobile people want yea to trade in
tarians who. it is expected, will at this act of destruction, although offi
your old ear and we want you to
tend this convention. The second cials have worked tirelessly follow
Rotary Club to be formed in the ing up clue after clue, leaving no clue
swap ycur cld carriage for a new
world was organized in Sah Fran unheeded.
1938 chassis.
cisco in 1908; the third at Oakland,
Fingerprints have been found on
just across the bay from San Fran the tombstones, but the next prob
Here, try on this streamline fall
cisco; the fourth at Seattle. Wash- ' lem is to find the persons who left
sujt and watch it knock the dents
ington. and the fifth at Los Angeles them there. As we have no univer
California, these latter three being sal system of finger printing we can cut of ycur dispesiticn. See how
the t hange in style knocks the car
organized in 1909. Today there are j not take these prints to the files and
approximately 4400 clubs.
bon cut of your engine and re
find the rightful owner of them. No.
Rotary's 29th annual convention we have to wait until the person is moves that 50.000 mile expression
will be a great international affair found and fingerprinted before we
you've been wearing around the
in which Rotarians from more than can prove ownership. In case of ar
eyes.
80-countries Or geographical regions rest for some other misdemeanor,
throughout the world in which there and fingerprinted, then these persons
Style docs it . . . and here's a hint
are Rotary Clubs will meet to further could be connected with the above
for Knox County automobile sales
the ideal of service advanced by Ro crime, but it might be months, or
tary among business and professional years, before these persons find it
men. Get the same look in your
men. President Maurice Duperre?, necessary to have their finger prints I dn: that you have in your demon,
Paris. France, the only person from taken.
•
strator.
the continent of Europe to be presi
At every opportunity I argue for.
dent of Rotary International, will and urge, a universal system of fin
Gregory Fall Suits
presided at the San Francisco con gerprinting. The above case shows
vention.
what could have been dene if we had
and Overcoats
The five-day convention program such a system in operation. After
$25.00 to $45.00
will be held in Exposition Auditori developing and photographing the
tured Mickey Cochrane's skull and
um. a part of San Francisco's beau prints found on the tombstones,
removed him permanently from the
tiful Civic Center. General sessions copies of these prints could then be
Nunn Bush Shoes
playing scene, a large part of the
will be held during the forenoons sent to central state department a
Tiger strength was gone.
with group meetings and entertain Federal department and to any other
Otherwise, the fine showing of
Mallory Hats
ment programs being provided for departments of identification It would
Jimmy Dykes' Chicago White Sox
the afternoons and evenings. Speak partments of identification. It would
in upsetting the dope by winding up
ers from many countries throughout then be a matter of a few hours be
All Styles of Luggage
third in the American League, stood
the world are being invited to par fore we would know, without doubt,
I tut in the American League.
ticipate.
who the culprits were.
But the major job of fooling the
•
Every day many persons are sub
experts was turned in by the Boston
mitting their prints, voluntarily, for
Bees and Manager Bill McKechnie.
the purpose of having them placed in
Rated a seventh or eighth place out
civilian files for future reference if
fit they finished Just a game out of
A Simple Explanation Of the necessary. Just the other day at
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Unemployment Compen Stoneleigh College. Rye Beach N. H..
80 members of the entering class sub
sation Plan
mitted their fingerprints for the
A PIANO NEEDED
After discussing together the pro civilian identification files of the
vision: of the individual State laws Federal Bureau of Investigation in
or. unemployment compensation In Washington. D. C. There may never
A pressing need has arisen for a
New England the members of the be any need to refer to these prints piano to use in the tower room. It
Regional Interstate Conference of I in the future, but if there should be is hoped that a grand piano may be
Unemployment Compensation Ad then they will be there.
donated to this splendid room or
All residents of Oklahoma who de
ministrators have adopted a simple
made available in some manner. Any
explanation of "Unemployment Com- j sire to obtain an automobile drivers' person interested in this fine piece of
pensation in New England." This ex license have to register their finger philanthropy should notify The Cou
planation was made public by Clif prints on the application. This order rier-Gazette. 770 or any member of
ford A. Somerville, chairman of the ! went into effect Sept. 1. 1937. and the furnishing committee.
Oklahoma is to be congratulated for
Maine UCC.
"The first general rule is that if you this fine move. As time goes on
The first successful cast-iron plow
work for an employer who is subject people realize more and more howto the unemployment compensation i foolish it is to protest against finger invented in the United States In 1797
Isw you are covered by its protec- ; prints. A person who objects to hav was rejected by New Jersey farmers
tion. Money collected under this ing his prints taken naturally throws on the theory that it poisoned the
law is pooled in a fund from which suspicion upon himself. Any inno- soil and stimulated the growth of
benefits will be payable to you dur- j cent person should have no fear of weeds.
ii.g jobless periods in proportion to having his prints taken, and he
your previous earnings in covered j should realize the benefits of proemployments. Other general rules, 1 tection they afford him.
Charles M. Spruce. F. P.E.
briefly stated for such employes, fol
Camden. Oct. 6.
low
“If you lose your job and are un
SHE'S ON THE JOB
employed any time after Jan. 1,
1938. you can collect cash benefits Marion Martin Says Democratic
unless another job is found for you.
Women Have No Corner On Wit or
“Benefits are payable after a wait
Beauty
ing period of two weeks from the
Miss Marion E. Martin. New Re
time you register at the nearest pub
lic employment office operated by the publican women's chief, predicted
Maine State Employment Service. ' Tuesday that her party, if success
‘ Benefits are paid only if you are ful in 1940. will recognize women's
able end willing to work. Unemploy efforts by appointing them to high
ment compensation does not cover positions.
Opening her office as assistant to
those disabled by injury or illness.
“Benefits amount to about half Chairman John D. M. Hamilton. .Tliss
your average weekly wage under Martin said at her first press confer
laws in New England up to a maxi ence that "Democratic women have
mum of $15 a week. In Maine, under no comer on intelligence and attrac
certain conditions, benefits are paid tiveness.”
"There are women in the Repub
if you are partially unemployed.
"Roughly speaking, for every four lican party capable of filling cabinet
weeks of employment during a period positions," she said, “and I think a
specified in the State law you will re woman cabinet member is advisaCTe."
Miss Martin said she favored
ceive one week benefits up to a max
minimum wage and hour legislation
imum of 16 weeks.
"Unemployment
compensation cn a National basis.
She will make her first speech
benefits are not "welfare" or "re
lief” money. They are like insur since taking office at 3 p. m.. Mon
ance payments which your present day. Oct. 18. at Newark, N. J., ademployment is earning for you as a dressing the New Jersey State Wom
matter of right to be paid if you en's Republican Club.
buffer the accident of unemployment ”

We ll trade you a new
body for your old
carriage.

Rules For Employes

GREGORY’S

1

1

fob

i
Mrs. Fannie Waltz visited relatives j
Friday at Gross Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Eugiey, Mr. !
and Mrs. Frank Waltz and son Don
ald were Portland visitors Saturday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold glider of
Waldoboro.
Miss Sadie Winchenbach has en
tered Gates Business College ln Au
gusta.
. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newbig and

BEST
CENTER
CUTS

LB.

25/

LB.

25c
lb 25c

LEAN FRESH BACON

lb 25c

NATIVE

ROASTING CHICKENS

Ib

4 TO 6 LB. AVERAGE

34/

LB

Pork Steak............. . lb 35c

Boneless Sirloin ... lb 35c
Top Round .......... lb 35c
Lamb Chops.......... . lb 35c
Your Choice At 19c lb.
Hamburg Steak .. . lb 19c
Stewing Lamb ..... . Ib 19c
Beef Liver ............ . lb 19c

Lamb Liver.......... . lb 19c
Fresh Pig Liver ... . lb 19c
SMOKED

SHOULDERS

lb

25c

1

10 LB.
BAG

ONIONS
SWEET JUICY

DOZ.

ORANGES

24/
29/

MEDIUM SIZE
BUNCH

CARROTS
Armour’s Oleo

BCH.

5/

2 lbs 29/

Compound Lard 4 Ib pail 59/
SWEETCIDER SSSS7
29/
MAINE GROWN

SUGAR
McIntosh Apples '
25 lb. hag $1.29
FULL BUSHEL BOX. $1.10

COFFEE
Perry’s 19
19/
Ground As Desired

AR

CHOICEST OF THE 1937 CROP
BEANS—Fancy Maine Pack ........................ 2 tins 19c
PEAS—Fancy Maine Pack.......................... 2 tins 27c

CORN—Maine Golden Bantam ................ 3 tins 29c

CRISCO
3 lb. lin ............. 58/
CAMPBELL’S
Tomato Soup,

3 tins 20c

Chicken Soup,

2 lh. package . .......

TOMATOES—Extra Standard .......... 2 lge tins 25c

SPINACH—Clean Tender

15/

.................. 2 lge tins 29c

BEETS—Small Whole....................................... 2 tins 29c
DICED CARROTS—Supeiba Brand .... 2 tins 21c
ALL CANNED VEGETABLES OF

GUARANTEED QUALITY

tin 10c

PRUNES

SWIFT’S TOMATO JUICE ..................... 3 tins 23c
CRANBERRY SAUCE.................................. 2 tins 29c

B. & M. BEANS—all kinds.......................... 2 tins 27c

POST-O

GREEN’S PEPPERMINT PATTIES .... lb box 19c

FAMOUS NEW CEREAL

CORN FLAKES—Post Toasties .............3 pkgs 19c

Package....................

21/

G-MAN BADGE FREE

ANGEL CAKES
SPECIAL
THIS
EACH
WEEK
ONLY

Tested and Approved By

23/

MIRACLE MAID BAKING POWDER, 2 tins 19c

HERSHEY CHOC. BARS .... two % lb bars 25c

KETCHUP .................................................. 14 oz hot 10c
PURE MAPLE SYRUP.............................8 oz hot 19c
FOSS VANILLA................. .................... 2 oz hot 23c
DOLES PINEAPPLE SPEARS..........’.............tin 19c

Perry’s Markets

Generations

J. A. JAMESON CO.

PORK CHOPS
29c
23c

Cubed Steak, ........ . lb 35c

’

LB.

FRESH SPARE RIBS ....

NEW YELLOW

AMERICA 'S FINESTCOCOA

While farm tenancy has shown
alarming increases in some states,
the equity of farmers who own and
operate farms has shown a great de
crease. in these states more than
four-fifths of the value of owner-op
erated farms is in the hands of land
lords and mortgage holders.

CORNED BEEF

Your Choice At 35c lb.

AT TODAY'S LOW PRICE

RICH IN FLAVOR

21/
29/

BONELESS BRISKET

LEAN
END
CUTS

PERRVS MARKETS

A REAL BARGAIN

2
2

BONELESS RIB ROAST
BONELESS POT ROAST

SPECIAL!

WEST WALDOBORO

2 ONE POUND TINS 25c

BAKER’S
COCOA

snumes

WHEN
YOU’RE
HEADED

Freshly Cut Fish Sticks
Freshly Smoked Fillets

COCOA

r

t

PERRY’S MARKETS

BAKER’S

Forty years ago a Vermont farmer
used a 'girdling chain” to eliminate
the weight of livestock. Tables for
estimating tlie weights of beef cattle,
dairy cattle, and dual-purpose cattle
are now available from the U. S. De
partment of Agriculture. All are
based on the girth measurement of
the animal, and 'give reasonably ac
curate estimates of weight.
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“THE COMPLETE FOOD STORES”
120*

TEL. 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Cards have been received in this
city announcing the annual Orange
fair at Willow Grange hall in Jef
ferson Friday.

The directors and advisory board
Manager Dandeneau of Park The j of the Knox County Fish As Game
atre has returned from Boston, where ' Association will meet at Watts' Reshe has been spending his vacation. I taurant ln Warren Friday night, with
! supper at 6.30.
T. Chester Fissette and Alden Ul
Miss Alice McIntosh will be hostess
mer Jr. were recent visitors at the
to Opportunity Class members and
East Boston Airport.
families at a picnic today at Holi
Milk in powdered form will be dis- day Beach. The group is leaving the
tributed by the welfare department First Baptist Church at 6 o'clock.
at the City Building tomorrow.
Daniel Kavanaugh was fined $10
Burnell Simpson paid a fine of $10 and costs Tuesday for fishing in closed
and ccsts for fishing in closed waters waters. Judge Dwinal suspended the
when prosecuted yesterday in munici sentence with the belief that the re
spondent was not intentionally vio
pal police court.
lating the law.
Chief of Police Almon P. Richard
The new car stolen from Hopkins’
son’ will explain the duties of his
office tomorrow when he is to be garage Sunday night was found
guest speaker at the meeting of the abandoned in Biddeford, where it
was reclaimed Tuesday afternoon,
Rc-ary ciuo.
undamaged, by Sheriff Ludwick. An
Foil, bay gelding trotter owned by automobile isn't the easiest thing in
Hodgdon <3. Buz$ell, Belfast, col the world to steal—and stay stolen.
lapsed and died while being un
The garage at the rear of the Narharnessed after the second heat of
ragansett Hotel, damaged toy fire
the 2.17 trot at Fryeburg yesterday.
Tuesday morning was owned by Irl
Followers of the New York Yan Hooper, and not by his father-in-law
kees found much satisfaction in M. Frank Donohue, as stated in the
yesterday's broadcast of the first newspapers. Mr. Hooper had no in
World Series game. The Giants surance.
looked good for 5*4 innings.

Baptists’ Annual

THAN A STROMBERO-CARLSON

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 3-9—Fire Prevention Week.
Oct. 7-9—Camden—Conference of State
High numbered cars are still with
Garden Clubs at Whitehall In.
Oct. 8—Opening meeting of Rubin us. James Widdecombe saw an Illi
stein Club at Unlversallst vestry
Oct 8—Rockport—Annual Inspection nois car yesterday, and the number
of Fred A. Norwood W BE.
plate read 1,444.845.
Oct. 11—Knox County Teachers' Convcnt'on at Rockland
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E 3. meets
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Club
Oct. 14—Thomaston—Garden
Friday night and will feature a sur
meets wltn Miss Margaret Ruggles
Kt prise program.
Oct. 15—Union—Organ
recital
Mrs. Minnie Miles
Methodist auditorium
uot. 15—Pleasant Valley Grange Fair. is in charge of the supper.
(Head Middle Street.)
Oct. 15—Tenant's Harbor—Annual In
A special meeting of the Past
spection of Naomi Chapter. O.E.S.
Grands Association, will be held
Oct 20—Union—Annual Grange fair.
Oct 21—Opening meeting of Baptist
Friday night at 7.30, at the home of
Men's League
Oct 21—Annual meeting of Knox- Albert MacPhail, Owl's Head.
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
munity Building.
Scott W. Coburn was in the city
Oct. 22—Knox County Christian En
deavor union rally at Thomaston Baptist' Tuesday confessing to being a bit
Church
Oct. 26—Annual fair of Golden Rod lame ln the joints. The genial 85Chapter. OE9
year old Warren citizen had been
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.
of shingling his barn.
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sitters.

VO

UI
X
I*”
*

DRAKE/p^aKP/’/FURNITURE CO
Goodness no’
* »
Mb's a ver/ clever.
BRIDGE PLANER., ToO.'

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald showed I
seme of the motion pictures taken on
his trip to the Holy Land, following
the annual meeting of the First Bap
tist church, held ln the parlors
Wednesday night. , The pictures
shown were taken on board the
lirer Rex; at Naples Mount Vesu
vius, in Pompeii, Alexandria. Scot
land and England.
The business meeting, presided
over by Pastor MacDonald, Included
report of the church clerk. Millard
Kart, and brief reports from repre
•lyr
. ,
SURELY you v.ant the BEST washing machine in return for your
sentatives of various organizations
money. Come to BTTtPEE FURNITURE CO. and buy a GENERAL
within the church, Including the
FURNITURE. COMMIT
ELECTRIC. For all-arcund efficiency ... for long satisfactory serv
Sunday School. Christian Endeavor,
'361 MAIN
ice. GENERAL ELECTRIC is in a class by itself!
i Mission Circle. Woman's Association.
Kalloch Class, Opportunity Class.
Browne Club, Brotherhood Class,
Goago Class and the Girls’ Guild.
The nominating committee, com
pgic'gtgtctrMW
Mrs. Walter E. Snow; assistant pri
prising Ernest L. Brazier. Mrs. Lucy
mary superintendent. Mrs. Addle
Rankin and Mrs. Elizabeth William
Rogers: beginners’ superintendent.
son, presented the following list of
Hattie Richards; assistant beginners'
officers and committees, unanimously
superintendent. Mrs. Eva Stanley;
elected.
cradle roll superintendent,
Mrs.
Church clerk. Millard Hart; mem
Charles Morey; assistant cradle roll
bership clerk, Mrs. F. M. Ulmer;
superintendent, Mrs. Fred M Klttreasurer of benevolences. Sidney
, tredge; home department superinPierce.
I tendent. Mrs. F. M. Ulmer; music
Deacons, A. 3. Butler, V. A. Leach.
, committee. Mrs. Edna Rollins, Mrs.
C. H. Morey, F. H. Ingraham. R. S.
Elsa Constantine, Miss Gladys Grant,
Sherman. O. A. Palmer, J. W. Robin
i
son. Maurice R. Snow. G. C. Cassens, Mrs. Muriel Crie.
i The 86th birthday of John KellenF. A. Carter.
C
Cassens
bergcr- falllnB on thls d®?' was an'
Deaconesses_Mrs. G
Mrs. Evelyr. McKuslck. Mrs. E. j'I»ounced by Mr. MacDonald and Mr.
Kellenberger made a few remarks.
Morey, Mrs. F. M. Ulmer, Miss Elea
It was voted that a special letter be
nor Griffith, Mrs. Hope Brewster,1
tent to Deacon Frank H Ingraham
Mrs. H. W. Frohock, Miss Alice Ers
who is confined to his bed.
kine, Mrs. F. C. Ryder. Mrs. Frances
The excellent supper, which pre
Hall.
Apply the pleasant Christmas Club payment
ceded the meeting was furnished by
Membership committee—Deacons,
the Browne Club. Mrs. Cietta Whit
plan
to the purchase of your Christmas Gifts of
deaconesses, church clerk.
more. Mrs. Marjorie Glidden, Mrs.
Advisory committee, two deacons.
Jewelry, Watches or Silver.
Eva Greene, Mrs. Reta Holden. Mrs.
(appointed by their board); two dea
Stella Snow and Miss Lena Miller
conesses. (appointed by their board);
Come in. Select Your Gifts New from Com
were the housekeepers. Mrs. Helen
Sunday school superintendent, direc
Perry. Mrs. Helen Knowlton, Miss
plete
Stocks. Pay the Easy Christmas Club
tor of religious education; president
Thelma Russell. Miss Anna Webster.
of Christian Endeavor, chairman of
Way.
Miss Katherine Keating. Miss ThurMissionary society, president womlle Addlton. Miss Mabel Stover, Mrs.
ar's association, church clerk, church
Eisa Constantine. Mrs. Reta Holden
treasurer, treasurer of benevolences,
and Mrs. Marjorie Glidden were
A. E. Johnson and Walter E. Staples.
waitresses.
R. S. S.
Baptismal committee, Mrs. F. C.
JEWELER
Ryder Miss Lena Miller, Mrs. Ada
MRS. JENNIE BUTLER
357
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Dalzell, Mrs. Abbie Hanscom. Mrs.
Hope Brewster, Ralph Stickney, Mrs., ,
, _ .
Margaret Gregory, Miss Alice Mein-i
tosh, deacons.
Jate former mayor, Albert W. ButMissionary committee, Mrs H. W., 1«; and sister of the late former Gov- • The number cf cases of Infantile, age of the total population, was
| Frohock. Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. F ernor, William T. Cobb, died Mon- paralysis ln the southern states from markedly lower than ln the northern
I M Ulmer, Mrs. Lettie Whitten, Mrs. day night at the home of her daugh- , 1910 to 1927, expressed as a percent states.

No. 225iH Triple Range AC Ret.
May bo used on DC

PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK STREET,

the

Land Pictures

$57.50

UI

DOING/

Officers, Chosen At Last
Night’s Session — Holy

Just Arrived • • •
Two of the New
Strombertf-Carisons
• Their comely new lines and
gorgeous woods inspire excla
mations ol delight. Add to
their brilliant appearance,
Stromberg-Carlson Natural
Tone that will last through the
long life of these instruments.
Then you have the ideal radio
buy. A libe'al trade-in allow
ance and convenient terms may
be arranged.
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ROCKLAND, ME.

StromberKarison

A New York motor car passed
through Main street yesterday with
skis lashed to its sides. There's al
ways somebody taking the Joy out of
life.

Announcing

Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross, Mrs.
Millie Thomas and Department Com
mander Oliver R. Hamlin attended
the V.FW. reception in Auburn last
night, given in honor of Commander
Leavitt.

LEIGHTON’S

CHRISTMAS

Five candidates are entitled to the
degree ln Rockland Lodge of Elks,
and there will be balloting Monday
night on another application. The |
house committee will serve one of
those famous suppers at 6.30.

JEWELRY GIFT CLUB

Don't shoot the pheasants. These
friendly birds are beautiful to look
upon, and extermination now would
halt the process of propagation which
has been making considerable head
way. Summer visitors find the birds
a source of attraction.

Tnis new Job of being department
commander of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars keeps Oliver R. Ham
lin on fne move. Tomorrow night
it’s a district meeting in Waterville;
Monday night guest of honor at a
banquet given by the Portland Post.

The next meeting of Townsend
Club
No. 2. Monday, will be held at
Between meter inspections yester
the home of the president, Mrs. Min
day Charles Maxey espied
Maine
OIL-BURNING
nie Miles, 31 Ocean street. All mem
sedan, whose number plates bore the
bers
are
urged
to
be
present
as
there
CIRCULATING HEATER
figures 157,876. Runner-up Donald
will be a business meeting of great
H. Fuller will have to look farther.
• The Duo-Therm gives clean,
importance. Supper will be served
silent, "Regulated” oil heat.
'
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will
Turn the dial—get a flood of
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick gives at 6.
heat for cold weather—or a little
give the second talk on his exper timely warning for local merchants
The Rockland Farm Bureau held a
for mild days.
iences in the Holy Land Sunday at to be on the lookout for a man who
With the patented dual-cham
7.15 at the First Baptist Church. may attempt to pass checks signed public card party at its hall on the
ber burner and special "wasteMr. MacDonald will refer especially "E. M. Robertson.’’ A block of checks Mountain road last night. Seven
stopper” it’s the most econom
to Northern Syria. Damascus and bearing that name was recently tables of cards were in play. Honors
ical oil heater made. Three beau
went
to
Mrs.
Ralph
Smith,
contract:
Galilee.
tiful finishes — eight models.
stolen from the Cutler Renewal Co.
George St. Clair, ’’63"; bridge. Mrs.
of Malden. Mass.
E J. Morey. Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton, ter, Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson, at
J?.hn Thompson. Margaret Bowler,
Mrs. Millie Thomas. Mrs. Hattie
I Mrs. Clara Gregory.
Davies, Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs.
John Kellenberger. the kindly and Susan Spear. Mrs. Merle Hutchinson,
;♦ Press and news committee, R. S. Owl’s Head. Mrs. Butler had been in
Riah Knight and Mrs. Winifred But courteous old gentleman, who sits Mrs. John Luke and Anita Cunning
Sherman. Frank H. Ingraham. Mrs. falling health since last May.
ler recently attended a inception daily in front of Crie's Gift Shop, ham.
65 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME Edith Follansbee, Miss Helen York. The deceased was born in Rock
given for the State president Mrs. when the weather is suitable, ob
At the annual meeting of HuntleyTreasurer of communion fund. Mrs land in 1854, daughter of the late
Hazel Raye, and staff of the State served his 86th birthday yesterday.
Hill
Post, V.F.W., Monday night ------------------------------ ----- ---------- E. J. Morey, nominating committee. | prancis and Martha (Chandler)
Relief Corps held in Canton.
Mr. Kellenberger is the oldest mem
The Knox County Chess and Maurice R. Snow, Mrs. Alice Karl,
ber of the Baptist Men’s League, and these officers were elected: CommanGeorge W. Wheeler while on a va has many friends about the city.
der, Daniel A. Noonan; Senior Vice | Checker Club will meet Friday nightI Mrs. Clara Gregory; director of re Cobb Her husband died in 1913. In
cation visit in New Brunswick re
Commander, Nathan Berliawsky; at 7 o'clock at the Howard and Brown ligious education Mrs. J. C. Mac- Ju>y flve years later she Jolned her
Donald; evangelistic commitee. O. A. I daughter, Mrs. Arthur B. RichardMuch annoyed by frequent thefts Junior Vice Commander, John J office. Main street.
membered friends on The CourierGazette staff with souvenir postcards and inflicted damages, the Rockland Kennedy, Camden; Quartermaster.
Palmer, F. H. Ingraham, Mrs Abbie sen and husband, who had just com
Public supper in Undercroft. St. Hanscom, Mrs. Evelyn McKusick.
one of which showed the longest cov & Rockport Lime Co., Inc., haled Vernon Giles. Adjutant, Lawrence
pleted their stay in Russia as man
ered bridge in the world (1280 feet) into Municipal Court Tuesday Rob Hamlin; Officer of the Day, Andrew Peter’s Church Saturday night. 5 to
Sunday School officers: Superin ager of a subsidiary of the Standard
J 7. The committee in charge has Mrs. tendent. Charles H. Morey; assist Oil Co. Their next move, accom
between Hartland, Me., and New ert Smith And Clayton Vose, who Boynton.
Anne Foley, Mrs. Sarah Thomas, ant superintendents, G. Carl Cas panied by Mrs. Butler, was to Shang
were alleged to have taken machin
Brunswick, Canada.
The Courier-Gazette's political ed j Mrs. Margaret Decrow and Mrs. sens and Leslie A. Packard; sec- hai, China, where they remained
ery parts stored in the Point kilnThe annual meeting of the State shed. They were given time to re itorial in Tuesday’s issue, urging im Abbie Folan.
retry, Miss Florence Philbrook; treas- nearly a year. London. England,
Association of Fire Chiefs will*be store a part valued at $25.
mediate action upon the part of the
Alfred Young; assistant sec- then became their home until last
Next Sunday wUl be Rally Sunday I Ury an(J ,reasurer
Ehzabeth September, when Mr Richardson
held in Pittsfield next Tuesday.
Republicans was the means of bring
Among the speakers will be Russell “Fear Naught Tomorrow.’’ com ing into the field at least one candi at the Congregational Church School Morey; auditor, Mrs. F. A. Carter. received the welcome news that he
Creig, president of the Rod and Gun posed by Mrs. Margaret Crie of Sum date for mayor, in the person of which meets at the same time as the
Intermediate superintendent, Mrs. had been transferred back to his
Club; State Senator Sanger Cook. mer street, will be sung during the Arthur D. Fish, a well known resi church service, at 10.30 a. m. John J. C. MacDonald; assistant interme native country, with headquarters in
Chief Joseph W. Randlette and Mountain |Top Hour over Station dent of the Northend. Mr. Fish’s I Rossnagel Is superintendent, and diate superintendent. Miss Virginia New York city. Mr. Richardson
Capt. John H. Cassidy of the Bangor WAAB Sunday morning. The vo friends got busy the moment the ! Miss Alice Gay is in charge of the Egan; junior superintendent, Mrs., bought the Merriam estate at Owl's
calist will be T. Carleton Booth, who paper appeard on the street, and he j Primary department.
Fire Department,
Elizabeth Williamson; assistant ju- Head, and it was there, with her
will be remembered here as having finally yielded to their’appeals. The
Carleton Vose and Ralph Demmons nior superintendent, Mrs. Ansel daughter, that Mrs. Butler came to
Instrumental musicians were hav conducted a fortnight's revival at formal announcement of his candi
superintendent, the end of a useful life which had
came
to grief Tuesday while gather Wooster, primary
ing their inning at the C.A.C. ar the First Baptist Church. He is dacy was made yesterday.
. .
- lasted four-score and three years.
ing cabbages on the farm of Charles
mory Monday night when Director musical director of the Providence
BORN
1 During her residence in Rockland
Taylor
at
South
Hope.
They
were
George Law’s Rockland Band boys Bible School.
gammon—At Thomaston, Oct. 4. to Mr , Mrs. Butler had been a member of
taken in custody by State Patrol- ' Irving” Inlng Oammon a son' Alton \ the Methebesec Club, Shakespeare
entertained Director Harold Kelley's
man Fred Tripp and Judge Dwinal
Comrades of the Way will hold |
Belfast Band boys. Massed band
—At Knox Hospital. Sept. 30, to j Society, the Woman s Auxiliary of
sentenced them to 30 days each in mills
music was indulged in until the their first meeting of the season Sun
Mr and Mrs Kenneth A Mills of the Rockland Y.M.C.A and the ConNorth
Haven, a daughter. Delma Ann
day
night.
The
meeting
will
be
in
the
I
the county Jail.
■‘‘tooters" got hungry, when a lob
MILLER—At Waldoboro, Oct. 5. to Mr grcgatlonal Church, giving to all her
vestry
of
the
Congregational
Church,
ster stew supper was served in a
t
____ i ...
_
. .
I and Mrs. Earl Miller. (Christine Star- most lcyal support, earning every
Lot ers of good Western pictures , rett) » daughter. Qlenys Maxine.
restaurant. Belfast and Rockland and will begin at 6.30 p. m. In adwhere the sincere affection and es
will be pleased to know that the in- have always had two of the bes<S dition to planning the season's pro-1
teem of all with whom she had come
M.ARRIED
comparable
and
non-singing
(thank
bands in the State and it was quite gram there will be a discussion of
KELLEY-SKINNER—At Portland. Oct 4. in contact.
goodness)
William
Boyd
will
be
at
problems
and
principles
of
social
“
MAINE
’
S
LITTLE
RADIO
CITY"
the proper thing for them to fra
by Rev William D. Veazie. Rev Wil
Mrs. Butler is survived by a son,
Park Theatre Friday and Saturday
liam A Kelley of Oakland and Miss
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
living, and an entertaining short
ternize.
•
Eula M Skinner of Warren
Francis C. Butler; a daughter, Mrs.
with
his
charming
southern
drawl
talk by Mr. Olds. All young peo
WHIT11 EN-GRANT—At Thomaston. Oct. I a n Rieharrlson a brother Nathan
THl'RS.-FRI., OCT. 7-8
and dynamic action in "Hop-along
5. by Rev H 8 Kllborn. Bernard A B Rlcnarason
Jesse James and Claude Duval! ple of high school age are eligible
Matinees both days 2 JO
Whitten of Thomaston and Miss Edith F Cobb; and four grandchildren—
Rides Again."
swiped a candy machine from the for membership in the Comrades of
F.
Grant of Patten.
Single evening shows at Eight
Albert and Frederick Richardson,
WINCHENBACH-FLANDERS-At Thom
Maine Central waiting room Tues the Way, and an invitation is extend
aston. Oct 5. by Rev. H S Kllborn, who are attending Princeton Uni
A
total
of
207
students
received
“
You
Can
’
t
Have
day, carried ft into the ladies' room, ed to all those who are not affiliated
Carl Winchenbach and Miss Anna
dean's list honors as a result of Flanders, both of South Waldoboro. versity; Charles Richardson who is
and stole its contents—coin and with other churches.
Everything”
attending Westminster School in
spring semester ranks. Of this num
candy. They treated a cosmetic dis
ALICE
FAYE,
DON
AMECHE
London, and Margaret Richardson
DIED
ber, 89. were from the college of arts
The first fall meeting of the Knox
pensing machine in similar manher,
and RITZ BROS.
who is attending a New York Softool.
and
sciences;
63
from
the
college
of
j
B
n^^VrowT
’
^'U
ws.
«
dZ?
Hospital
Auxiliary
took
place
at
the
getting in all about $25 worth. The
agriculture; 52 from the college of Funeral services Friday at 15 Gay Funeral services will be held at the
SATURDAY ONLY, OCT. 9
abov^ names are probably not cor Bok Home Tuesday. 21 being present.
at 2 p «n Interment In Rock- Richardson home. Owl’s Head, Friday
technology; and six from the college street
These
following
officers
were
elected:
Matinee at 2.30
vllle
rect but the deed carried the boldness
of education. Included in the list | widdecomb—At Rockland. Oct. 5. afternoon at 2.30. Rev. Corwin H
Single evening show at eight
of those marauders. What General President, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood;
Richard Charles, son ol Mrs. Joseph , Olds officiating The bearers will be
were Lucille A. Rankin, Rockland.
vice
president,
Mrs.
Marie
Singer,
Agent Henry E. Comins said about
Widdecomb. aged 4 months. 2 days.
jnspnh
“BORNEO”
Hervey C. Allen. Jr.. Rockland; Ed-, welt—At Waldoboro. Oct 5. Della W. J epn Emery, William T. White,
it would have to be edited before Thomaston; treasurer, Mrs. Beulah
MR.
&
MRS.
MARTIN
JOHNSON
wife of Juatln Welt, aged 68 years. 1 Ensign Otis and Austin Richardson
ward R. Ladd, Rockland; Norma L.
Allen; secretary, Miss Charlotte Bufpublication.
month. 3 days Funeral Friday at 2
Their last and greatest picture
Sylvester, Deer Isle; Sherman Van- | q clock from residence. Interment in Inferment in Achorn cemetery.
fum; chairman of work, Mrs. Flor

KARL M. LEIGHTON

MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT-IOHNSON SHOES

Parker E. Worrey

WALDO THEATRE

Forrest Wilbur of Sea street Cam ence McCarty. These officers wish
den was the winner of the $25 Bank to thank all whose generosity in tak
Nite award at Park Theatre last ing magazine subscriptions brought
night, by a ruling of the Judges. The in over $30 -lor -the Auxiliary. It was j
name called for the award was suggested that those present bring in {
“Forrest Willey." The last name was two new members or to ask people
not registered very clearly and was who already belong to pay their dues
mistaken for Willey and should have now. These dues are used to buy
been Wilbur. Forrest Wilbur was material for the sewing done at the
present ot the time of the drawing monthly meetings. It would be
end the matter was brought imme much appreciated if people who can
diately to the attention of Man- not come to the meetings would help
ager Dandeneau and the judges, and - by joining the auxiliary, as well as
the $25 award was paid to Mr. Wil those who do come and enjoy the
bur. This announcement was made work and the tea hour. Plans are be
from the stage last evening shortly ing made for various affairs to make
after the start of the second show money, and further notices will be
us soon as the matter was cleared up. given.

SUNDAY, OCT. 10
Matinee 2.39
Single evening show at eight

nah. Waldoboro; Stephen K Gross.
Camden and Wiljo M. Iindell, War- |
ren.

“ON THE AVENUE”
MADELEINE CARROLL,
and DICK POWELL

MON.-TUES., OCT. 11-12
No matinees
Single evening shows at eight

BURPEE
’S
f

“Wife, Doctor, Nurse”

MORTICIANS

LORETTA YOUNG,
and WARNER BAXTER
Also Song and Comedy “The Big
Apple" and Adventures of the
Newsreel Cameraman, "The Bone
Bender's Parade”

Ambulance Service

ff » - • f - *

u

•

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

Rural cemetery

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our gratitude to
the many relatives, friends and neigh
bors who were so kind during our re
cent bereavement. To Rev Trelawncy
C. Chapman and Mr. Russell, our sin
cere appreciation
Mrs Mabel G. Grinnell. Louise Grin
nell Kelly.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends and
neighbors for their kind gift and beaui tlful flowers In our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Doris Joyce and daughters. Fran
ces, Elaine and Beverly
8wan's Island.
*
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for the flowers and expressions
of sympathy during our recent loss.
Doris Joyce. Tina Joyce, Donald Joyce, [

Charles Joyce.

•

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

346 MAIN STREET.

ENDICOTT

ROCKLAND. MAINE

JOHNSON

AMERICAS CRtATIST INDUSTRIAL
TRIAL DEMICIACV
DEMOCRACY

'

Every-Other-Daf
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With the Extension Agents

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

— And The —

HAPPY REUEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Rocks Of Rockland
The Story Of a Scientist
Which Starts Millions Of

Years Ago

(by O. A. Ljungstedt)
Although the story commences
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful
some 500 million years ago—more or
backaches people blame on colds or strains
are often caused by tired kidneys—and may
less—the earth at that time was very
production went to Jethro Pease.
Agriculture
be relieved when treated in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking
old.
Life, in its earliest jelly-like
Hope,
and
third
place
in
butterfat
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
Farm Bureau membership meet
blood. Moat people pass about 3 pints a day or
forms, had probably even then exist
ings have been completed by both went to Spear Farm, North Nobleabout 3 pounds of waste.
ed in the oceans for three quarters
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
County Agent Wentworth and the boro.
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
9 • • ■
of a billion years. The record is
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
Home Demonstration agent. Miss
backaches, rheumatic pains, loss of pep and
badly blurred, and difficult to read,
Herds
that
averaged
25
pounds
of
energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
Durham. Already more than 50
until the period called the Paleozoic,
under the eves, headaches and diixiness.
members have been turned into the butterfat for the month were owmed
Pont wait! Ask your druggist for Doans
meaning ancient life, is reached,
nib*, used successfully by millions for over 40
by
D.
E.
Andrews.
Jefferson;
W.
S.
office for 1938. Clifton Walker of
years. They give happy relief and will help the
when the region about Rockland was
Bryant,
Damariscotta
Mills;
Eben
15
miles
of
kidney
tunes
flush
out
poisonous
Aina community reports nine of the
waste from the blood. Get Doan's Fills.
covered by a sea, the extent of which
Haggett,
Damariscotta
Mills,
Arthur
12 members as having joined for
is as yet entirely conjectural, as are
Hall,
Jefferson;
Clarence
Hilton,
1938
the land masses bordering this sea.
North Newcastle; B. H. Nichols,
» • • •
We know that the sea in the begin- 1
A meeting of all solicitors will be Hope; Round Top Farms, Damarinlng
was a rather shallow one. in
STRAND THEATRE
hela Oct. 13 at 7.30 p. m. ln No-]«»«*: Spear Farm. North Noblewhich mud and impure sand was
bleboro Orange hall. Reports from boro; and Sanford Weeks, Bristol.
dumped from the adjacent land, and
I— ■ — ■MB MW ™
all communities will be had at that i
• • • •
time
j The home demonstration agent will
An all star high-speed modem was spread over the ocean bottom to
considerable thickness.
• . • •
conduct all-day meetings starting at
romance around which is built one
The sea was alive with low forms
After a recent article in the paper 10 30 on Household Buying in the
of the gayest screen musical come
of life, and of those queer and
regarding men who have been mem- following communities:
dies of the season is “The Life of
sometimes grotesque crustaceans, the
bers ever since the Farm Bureau was I Sheepscot, Oct. 8. at Mrs. Althea
the Party." on Friday and Saturday.
trllobltes. some of them very tiny,
organized in 1919 many women have I Marsh’s. Mrs. Lois Flye, Mrs. Ruth
Gene Raymond and Harriet Hilliard,
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
others as much as two feet long,
asked why they were not mentioned. Leighton and Mrs. Olive Dow are ln
1-Protection
37- Writlng implement 10- Fruit of the pine
the screen's newest romantic team.
carrying their shield or "crust” on
7- Nude
38- Duck-like water-bird 11- ldentical
The women were not organized until charge of the dinner.
supply the heart Interest, and Joe,
. .
.
8- A grain (pi.)
40- Joined
13-Tumult
1922 and the following have always i Tenant's Harbor, Oct. 12, at Mrs.
Penner. Parkvakarkus. Helen Brod- thelr bacl“ “d livin« mostl>' °n Ule
10-Furniahes food
41- Commande
14- Pulverizee
erick and Victor Moore, four of the!muddy bottom, were easily the most
been members: Camden community Gertrude Hupper's. Mrs. Minnie Al12-lndigent
42- 1 reland
16-Prepoeltion
“
Hopalong
Rides
Again"
—
and
that
’
s
exactly
what
William
Boyd,
ace
.
.
.
.
i
dominant
type
of
creature
of
that
—Mrs. Mary Nash. Mrs. N. B. Hop- 'en and Mrs. Sidney Davis will serve
14- Asaume an attitude 44-Metrlc measure of 18-Heede
top funsters of pictures today, fur- |
Western
hero,
who
returns
to
the
screen
in
“
Hopalong
Ride»
Again"
is
doing.
early sea. Of the land surfaces we
15- Rodent
capacity (pi.)
20- Tardier
kins, Mrs. William F. Start; Friend- the noon meal.
nish most of the hilarity.
17-Claw
21-The nostrils
46-Frozen crystals
know hardly anything, but undoubtship community—Mrs. W. H. Wotton, Damariscotta. Oct. 13, at the It's an action-packed, thrill-jammed drama of the Old West, with "Hoppy"
"The Life of the Party" concerns
19- Unit
48- At any time
24-Small rug
up
against
the
worst
gang
of
badmen
the
West
ever
knew
—
adv.
community
house.
..
Dovmnnd
and
ed
'y
they
were
a
forbidding
and
bleak
Mrs. Susan Wotton; Hope commu
20- A fruit
26- lnsect
49- Penetrated
the romance between Raymond and_ J
-___ _________’
waste
devoid
of
any
forms
of
life.
South Thomaston. Oct. 14. at the
22- Klng (Fr.)
27- Antice
nity—Mrs. Margaret Robbins, Mrs.
Miss Hilliard—a romance which fol23- You and I
30- Cripple
Alice True, Mrs. Katherine True, Grange hall with Mrs. Fred Ripley
VERTICAL
lows a rocky and uproarious path in
24- Pal
31- Birdi (LaL)
It always seems a pity to encumber
Mrs. A. P. Allen. Miss Estelle Bart- and Mrs. Mary Bartlett on the dinner
terspersed with six tuneful hits and
1’5-Aiaiata
32- A miaaive
a
story
of
this
kind
with
a
lot
of
lett. Mrs. Annie Barrett, Mrs. E. committee.
27- Feline
1-Tropical fruit
33-Couchea
three spectacular dance numbers.
Finds
Much
To
Claim
the
If
Farmers
Keep
Accurate
names,
but
as
it
unfolds,
we
will
N. Hobbs, Mrs. Bessie Hardy. Mrs j Union, Oct. 15, at Mrs Fred Ken28- A color
2- Before
36- Part of verb To be'
Raymond, heir to a fortune which he !
29- Exeite
3- Weasel-like animal 37- Wharf
Attention
Of Maine’s
Records They Can Cut loses if he marries before he is thirty. \ need them in referring
Juha Harwodd; Nobleboro commu- niston's.
Mrs. Kenniston.
Mrs.
.. back to the
31 -To the sheltered
4- Negative
39-Alcoholic beverage
.
,
...
.j „ various deposits; so the muds and
nity—Mrs. Jennie Hall. The first Laura Daniels and Mrs. Marion Cal5- Weaken
side
41-Produeed
Busy Farmers
Many Corners
falls in love with Harriet Hilliard, a;
....
...
„ . ...
.
..
___
sands
just
described
are
called
the
womar. to be a members of the Farm ; derwood will serve the square meal
33- Exist
(-English school
43-Prefix. Not
struggling young singer whose mother
,
,
.
,
34- Knock
7-Foundation
' __________.. ____. ______
.
Islesboro formation, the name taken
45-Firat woman
Bureau was Mrs. Iva Jewett Head for health.
With farm bureau membership
Almost 44 million eggs, produced wants ,her to
marry another rich man
35- Rants
9-Floated in air
47-Weight (abbr.)
campaigns underway, local 4-H Club by 296 406 hens have been recorded 1 when her mother forces Joe Penner from 1116 lsland of Islesboro- whlch |
Tide, who joined in 1920.
Local canning contests are as fol
• • • •
contests in 500 communities, county in the 1597 poultry account books on her Harriet pretends she is mar- is largely composed of the rocks of
(Solution to previous puzzle)
j the formation. Now, for some reaThe September report of the Dairy lows:
4-H contests, and county farm bu summarized bv the University of rled to Raymond.
little.
Whichever
sum
you
choose.
|
Whitefield.
Oct.
8.
at
Mrs.
Eliza

Herd Improvement Association as re
' son or combinations of events, too
reau meetings just ahead, the farm „ ,
_ .
„
.
, i Then all concerned throw monkey
,
. , .
lengthy to discuss here, the sea. at it is so stupendous, that we—poc |
ported by tester Norris Hamlin fol beth Dunton's house.
calendar for October is unusually Maine Extension Service in the last wrenches into the
wheels of romance.
Tenant's Harbor. Oct 12. at Mrs.
lows' High herd in milk and butterfull.
15 years.
victor Moore, as Raymond s "keeper," the close of the hundreds of thou- little specks pf guerulous dust, tossed
! sands of years during which the tfbout for a fleeting moment on the :
fat was Round Top Farms. Damari- I Gertrude Hupper's,
In Androscoggin-Sagadahoc Coun
If this egg production had beer. fUmmons the scions mother. Helen
Damariscotta, Oct 13. at commuscotta, with 893 pounds of milk and
ties, the 4-H Contest takes place Oct. concentrated in one great factory i Broderick, Harriet's manager, tries Islesboro muds and sands were tide of eternity—cannot fathom it
33.1 pounds of butterfat. Other nity house.
■ dumped in it . its waters became
* 23 in Lewiston city hall, and annual
no man would expect to run it with I to halt the affair because it would clearer and thus suitable to the lives I The Creator had all eternity t
South Thomaston. Oct. 14. at
herds were W. S. Bryant, Damari
farm bureau meeting. Oct. 28 in
e
mean
the
loss
of
a
client.
Parkyaout the aid of accurate records of
scotta Mills, second, with 793 pounds Grange hall.
of myriads of “shellfish and other draw on, so he could afford to be
Topsham Grange hall.
karkus.
as
the
hotel
detective
snoops
Union, Oct. 15 at Mrs. Fred Kenand 32.2 pounds. Third place in milk
The Aroostook County schedule of rece>P;s and expenses. Keeping an in and out of bedroom doors at the I low forms of lime secreting animals. lavish with time and one of His days
niston's.
,___ . . Incessantly the shells of these ant- might well be reckoned in millions
events includes county 4-H contest ' account is no less essential lor the wrong times. _
Penner performs his
1
East Union, Oct, 15, at Mrs. Jen at Caribou, Oct. 16; farm bureau small poultryman who must make a
1 mals settled to the bottom of the sea, or billions or our years.
eccentricities to everyone's consterna
nie Payson's.
and in course of time a layer ofth«*m
membership day Oct. 18; potato large part of his living from his hens, tion.
After turning some blank pages,
s s s »
acc umulated tc a thickness of 75
picking
contest.
Presque
Isle.
Oct.
6
says
Smith
C.
McIntire,
University
Prom romantic ballads to novelty ,,
. . „
4-H Club Notes
the
record again helps us to take up
..
. , . „
, 'fec in some places. Arid of course
Cumberland county meetings in- of JSafne extension economist.
numbers, the musical features of
;
Local contests are going off well.
the
narrative. The rather even up
The farmers who have kept these "The Life of the Party" are well em tris deposit of 1 me had to have a
Wilkeel Calemel-Aad Ym'D Jem' Out t( M it Jefferson Cheerio, with Mrs. Nan- iclude a solicitors' get-together Oct
and down movement of t.ie land and on through the ferns, often of treename
too,
so
the
geologist
that
origicie Bond leader, held their Saturday 15 at North Windham and annual 1597 records know each year the phasized by Miss Hilliard ln four. „
the Momraj Rann’ Is Ce
.
. ..
,
,
/
... _
. . .
nallv surveyed the area called it the sea—an easy regular breathing of size; into the pines, as yet of strange
The liver should pour out two pounds of
afternoon.
There
are
25
members
in
farm
bureau
m
«
“
tmg
Oct.
23
at
Gray
amount
of
income
from
their
poultry.
vocal
numbers,
with
Raymond
join_
,
„
.
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
limestone, from Coombs [ mother earth—that had taken place and queer appearance. Keeping step
At the same time they had informa- ing her in two of them; and another 1 Coombs
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
.
. , .
this club and they have certainly j In Kennebec County, with 4-H
during the laying down of the vari
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
. _
... ..
... point on Islesboro.
tht
tion
that
helped
them
to
cut
prowith the development of the land
is sung by Penner while the sixth
done loU of work this year. Many of
contests dall>' Untu 061 ”•
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
ous formations, was now changed into
f“‘,our- the parents were present tc see the ma^or farm evem 15
farm bureau|duction cdsU' and ™nparatlve backgrounds a spectacular dance
plants, land animals began to in
a
series
of
violent
convulsions.
A
After this there must have been
.......................
work the girls had don€
annual meeting. Oct. 28. at Windsor. I figures showing how their costs com- dance feature—adv.
Laxatives are only
makeshifts. A mere
hawel movement doesn't get at the cause, lt
rather sudden and great changes in thrust or a succession of thrusts—not | habit the sometimes dense and exotic
....
The Knox-Lincoln County farmpared with
the average of many
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
the lay of the land and the sea, be- j necessarily sudden, lt might even , forests, in ever increasing and chang
Here's the local contest schedule bureau holds its annual meeting at ’ others.
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm
SOUTH HOPE
cause
quantities of sand and gravel have taken hundreds of thousands of , ing forms. Scorpions, centipedes,
less, gentle, yet smazing in making bile flow
for the coming week. Be sure to 1 the Community building, Rockland.
Evidence that these poultrymen
freely, Aak tor Carter's Little Liver Pills by
were
carried
down from the adjacent years—seem to have come from the and spiders—not a pleasant company
attend the contest in your commu- Oct- 21.
have used their records Is shown ln
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26a.
Miss Virginia Dunbar who was in !and
the
there
Southeast, hitting the earth crust at 1 are some of the earlier dwellers.
nity. It is public and everyone is
The county 4-H contest in Oxford the steady increase in the average Camden during the summer, has re- go,.^ out
currents and about a right angle to the present j Then came the froglike amphibians,
invited. Nobleboro, Oct. 7, at 7; Hope. County is to take place Oct. 23 at number of eggs per hen in their turned home.
some of immense sizes, and then the
1 waves of the turbulent sea, later to coastline.
Alford Lake 4-H, Oct. 8, at 3; Dres- Norway.
In Piscataquis County, flocks. In the five-year period 1922Vinalhaven & Rockland
galaxy of reptiles, attaining to huge
The
effect
on
the
more
or
less
level
,
Mrs.
J.
A.
Annis
and
Mrs
Weipert
i
be
consolidated
to
form
the
Battie
den, Oct. 8. at 8; Woolwich boys and county contest is Oct. 9 at Dover- 26. the average number of eggs each
size, and equal ferocity. They lived
beds
of
the
formations
deposited
in
Steamboat Co.
! quartzite, taking its name from Mount
girls Oct. 9. at 2.30; Orff’s Corner. Foxeroft and the solicitors' mem- ' hen laid was 128, during the next five of Queen's Village, Long Island N.
on land, in the sea. and even in the
our
sea.
was
to
throw
them
into
a
Battie.
of
course.
Y„
and
Walter
Mathews
of
Hope
; years the average was 148 and from
Oct. 9. at 7.30. Union girls. Oct. 11, bership supper, Oct. 29.
ROCKLAND
But seas and lands are uneasy bed series of compressed folds, or. as in air. Coincident with the flowering
Somerset county events include a 1932 to 1936 the figure was 163. , are guests at H. A. Hart's. Elmer
| at 8; Georges River road, Oct. 12, at
fellows,
always moving and tossing; the case of Mount Battie Into mighty plants, begins the "Age of mammals."
Hart
and
John
Marsh
of
Connecticut,
The average size of flocks on which
7.30; Hope, boys and girls, Oct. 13. meeting of the recreational council
At first small, they finally culmi
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
at Skowhegan. Oct. 17; district man- records were kept has shown a simi- students at University of Maine were you may probably have read that— domes. Due to the squeezing and
at 7.
nated in the mammoth, amongst the
movement
under
pressure,
the
origi

subject
of
course
to
further
verifica

visitors
Friday
at
the
Hart
home.
Service To:
• • • •
! agers' supper at Skowhegan. Oct. 20; 'ar increase, from 151 in the first
tion—Scotland is travelling toward nal grains of the rocks were greatly vegetarians, and the saber-toothed
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Knox County 4-H boys and girls and annual meeting of the farm bu- Period to 219 in 1932-36.
Supper guests Sunday night of Mr.
tfger amongst the flesh-eaters. This
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
made a big showing at Union Fair, i reau, Skowhegan. Oct. 27.
Nov. 1 is the customary starting and Mrs W. L? Taylor' were Mr and IreIand aU the rate of e*ht feet 8 changed. New crystals were formed
is Just a picture, in merest outline of
SWAN'S ISLAND, AND
There were over 130 exhibits In the j The York county farm bureau an- date for poultry accounts. As an Mrs A M. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. A year. So. while it may seem rather and the shales became slates, the
FRENCHBORO
the times, that I have endeavored
sandstones,
quartzites
and
the
lime,
4-H booth. Nineteen first premiums 1 nual meeting is scheduled for Oct.aid the Maine poultrymen. the Ex J Simmons of Winnlsquam. N. H., monotonous to be told that, after the
to draw. It is not necessarily to be
FALL SCHEDULE
stones,
crystalline
limestones
or
j
accumulation
of
the
material
that
tension
Service
and
its
county
agents,
were awarded, fifty-two
second 29 at Sanford.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Dutch and sons
taken as the conditions existing in
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
marble.
went to make up the Battik quartzite,
prizes, and sixty-one thirds. The list
are glad to furnish account books, Arthur and William of Old Town.
the vicinity of Rockland during the
A. M.
P- M. has already appeared in this paper.
conditions
were
again
favorable
for
to assist in opening the accounts, and
ORFF’S CORNER
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse who was at the unloading of other extensive lay This dashed line stands for some . period just consideted. Theie is nj
to summarize the date at the close
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Lv, 3.25
the Dunbar home for the summer, ers of mud on a gradual sinking millions of years, that elapsed, while j particular reason why these forms
of
the
year.
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.35
Edwin Walter, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
has returned to Portland.
sea bottom. Here, as usual, there we are turning blank pages of may not have existed here, but If so.
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island, Arr. 5.40
Walter and daughter Ruth and Mrs.
Read Up
Read Down
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Hastings
at

were local variations, very interest the record. Then for some reason the a’l titces of them have been deNora Ludwig of Gardiner were call
HOPE
tended the 50th wedding anniversary ing, but which it would take too much superheated rocks, beneath the solid | t'.rovec--washed olf t.ie land at ti
VINALHAVEN LINE
ers Sunday at Percy R. Ludwig's.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess in space to discuss. More names! you earthcrust, had to find relief from a carried away by the then existing
Miss
Mary
Bills
spent
last
week
in
A. M.
P-MMiss Mertie Young of Rockland
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15
Camden.
Camden
as
guest
of
her
sister
Mrs.
will exclaim when I tell you that pressure exerted on them, and in the rivers, or by the mighty ice sheet,
made a call last Thursday at Mr. and
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20
Fred
Gould.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Simmons of Wfn- these vast deposits are called the form of molten magma, worked their that was forming east of the Hudson
Mrs. Leonard H. Seavey's.
111-tf
Bay.
Miss
Katherine
True
who
is
atnlsquam.
N. H., who were guests the Penobscot formation—remember you way up through crevices and other
Mrs. Alice Murphy and son EmerAnd this brings us down the ages
weak
spots
of
the
overlying
rocks.
son Murphy, Mrs. Laura Rawley and tcndln8 U. of M passed the weekend past week of Mrs. Simmons’ father, will have to blame the geologist who
where the Enozoic—new nlfe-period
at
home
invented
it,
Thus
great
areas
west
and
south
of
W.
L.
Taylor
have
returned
home.
son Clarence Rawley of Tenant's
s s s s
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor accompanied
Rockland were honeycombed with was drawing to its close, a time, va
Harbor visited Sunday at Albert B.
Meantime,
volcanoes
were
pouring
family
visited
their
son
William,
at
dikes and small plugs of various ig riously estimated at 200.00(1 to 500.000
them
home
for
a
few
weeks'
stay
Elwell’s.
years ago when the climate over the
Mrs. Amber Childs and Miss Mabel the University of Maine last Sunday. and a visit with relatives in Massa out lavas and throwing ashes and neous rocks, and in some places, as
northern part of United States, and
dust
over
a
section
only
a
few
miles
O.
L.
Wentworfn
of
Denmark
is
at
the
north
and
west
of
Spruce
Head
chusetts.
Bomeman were visitors Sunday at
far into the Arctic, was almost sub
guest of his son Ralph Wentworth.
Edwin Lermond and Henry Hast to the northeast of the Rockland and the islands to the east, the mol
the home of friends ln Augusta.
tropical. Thus, figs were growing as
area.
This
may
have
happened
on
a
Hope
Grange
won
the
first
premi

ten
granite
welled
up
in
great
masses,
ings who have employment in Rut
George A. Johnson of Elmore Is
far north as the Arctic circle. Ani
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. El um on its booth at Union Fair. This land, Mass, spent the weekend at landmass or on islands lying off to completely obliterating the rocks of
mals that now inhabit the tropics,
is
the
first
time
for
several
years
the
east,
beyond
the
present
coast

the
overlying
crust.
their homes here.
well.
such as the sloth of South America
line.
that
a
booth
has
been
held
by
this
But
for
a
recent
catastrophe
—
re

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson and
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy and Mr.
One more interval of sedimenta cent, reckoned in geologic time—this —then of giant size—were roaming
son Ralph Jackson spent Sunday in Grange.
and Mrs. S. B. Lermond attended the
tion.
and that the most important one would practically be the end of the the forests and plains of this latitude.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Harwood,
Mrs.
Put an end to chilly mornings by
Rockland with Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Knox Pomona Grange Saturday in
(Concluded in Saturday's issue)
to
Rockland,
has to be recorded and story. This was the catastrophe of
L.
P.
True
and
Mrs.
John
Marriner
Leonard.
Martinsville. Hartley M. Stewart
burning D&H Cone-Cleaned An
named.
At
the
time
the
land
had,
attended
Knox
Pomona
Grange
Satthe
Glacial'
period,
an
event
in
the
Miss Ruth Orff returned Sunday to
of Hculton, Lecturer of Maine State
at least for the most part, ceased to annals of the earth, even more farUNION
thracite in your home. Because of
Lawrence. Mass., after a
three urday'in Martinsville
Grange, was the speaker. The host
carry its load of mud and sand into reaching in its effect, than the great
Miss
Harleth
Hobbs
who
is
attend»
months' stay at her summer home
Grange furnished an excellent fish
Nazarene Church Notes
the sea, and thus brought on a con lava inundation of the Northwest.
its unusual draft obedience . . •
here. She was accompanied by her ing Gorham NormaI S**001
chowder.
dition favorable to life of lime-secret During the interval of hundreds of
Promotion Day was observed Sun
sister Miss Enah Orff and Miss Clara the weekend at home.
D&H Anthracite burns steadily,
Elmer Hart is a junior and Miss ing organisms, which flourished in
Ralph Wentworth is having his
million of years, a time which com day in the Church School with a
Watts.
Annie Hart a sophomore at the Uni such great numbers, that a layer of prizes the whole of the Metazoic—the
Mrs. Hilda Achom is in Memorial buildin«s Painted b>' b* fa'her G. L.
goodly number present. One new
evenly . . . supplying a constant
versity of Maine this year.
very pure lime, to a thickness of as middle life—as well as the late Paleo class was organized with Miss Ber
Wentworth and Roy Beverage.
Hospital
with
a
badly
broken
arm,
flow of heat to every room—24
Robert Payson of Portland was at much as 400 or 500 feet and which zoic periods, that elapsed between the tha Moody as teacher. Rally Day will
Albion Wellman of this place and
caused by a fall.
Albert Wellman of Lincolnville are the Payson homestead on a recent in places may have been twice or outpouring of the molten rock and be Oct. 24.
hours a day. You too can be one of
three times that amount, was spread the Glacial period, the record of
assisting Allie Dunton in harvesting visit.
The evening preaching service was
SWAN’S ISLAND
the many satisfied users of D & H
apples.
Mrs. Laura Hastings gave a birth over the sea bottom. This and its Rockland and vicinity is so blank, evangelistic, the
pastor’s subject
day surprise party recently at her various members have appropriately that it is impossible to reconstruct lieing "What to do about Sin," To
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Stinson have
Anthracite . . . who wake up cold
home for Mr. Hastings and his twin been named the Rockland formation. the landscape of that time, except night's prayer meeting will be at
returned from a summer's stay in
And now the time scale becomes by taking for granted that it was pretty 7.30 and the pastor will speak on
sister Mrs. Alice M. Robbins of
Rockland.
mornings . . . in a warm home.
Union. Those present were Mr. and rather confused. How many millions , much the same as in other parts of “The Coming Christ, for whom is He
Miss Frances Joyce is attending
Simply phone your order for D&H
O you fool so nervous that you want to
Mrs. Everett Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. of years elapsed after the deposition the country, where the record is in Coming?" Everyone who attends is
High School in Southwest Harbor.
scream? Are there times when you are
cross anti irritable . times when you scold A. T. Norwood of Warren, Charles of the Rockland formation, until the tact. So far as we know, the land requested to take a Bible.
Mrs.
Lewis
Kent
and
infant
daugh

Anthracite TODAY.
those who are dearest to you?
Smith, Mrs. Zena Nelson, Mrs. Alice beginning of the next great event, was then above sea level, and the
If vour nerves are on edge, trv LYDIA
ter. Alice, returned Sunday from
Bible School next Sunday will be
E. PINKHAM 8 VEGETABLE COM
Mt. Desert Island Maternity Home. POUND. It will help Nature calm your M. Robbins of Union and daughter cannot be told with any degree of rivers were carving out the moun at 10 o'clock; morning worship at
nerves anil give you the strength Miss Laura Robbins of the “French- accuracy; there seem to be many tains and valleys Into pretty much 11. Rev. J. W. Ames, the pastor, will
Mrs. Adelia Trask recently went to quivering
and energy to face life with a smile.
Robbin,” Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hast blank pages Jn the record here. the final shape in which we find have as topic, “The Strong Consola
For three generations one woman has
Bernard to pass the winter with her
told another how’ to go "smiling through"
daughter, Mrs. Charles Harding. She with Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com ings of Camden, Henry Hastings and However, there was time enough to them today. As time passed the tion." The Junior Young People will
It helps Nature tone up the system,
Mr. and Mrs. Hastings. A bountiful permit the sand, muds, and lime to ground became clothed with vegeta meet at 6 o'clock and the evening
was accompanied by her daughter pound.
thus lessening the discomforts from the
functional
disorders which women must supper including three large birth consolidate into sandstone, shales, and tion.
Mrs. Maynard Herrick.
evangelistic service will be at 7. A
enduro in the three ordeals of life: 1. Turn
ROCKLAND, ME. Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Hawkes of Ken ing
day cakes was served. The evening limestones respectively. Whether it
At first with such lowly forms as message based on the theme, "If I
from girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
519 MAIN STREET,
paring for motherhood. 3. Approaching
was spent ln games and socially. Mr. was 1.000.000 or 100 000,000 years oi an extinct type of club-mosses, some Were Beginning Life Again” will be
nebunk and Dr. and Mrs. Richard "middle age."
1
Don't be a three-quarter wife, take Hastings and Mrs. Robbins received many times that, or whether it may of gigantic size; later followed by jdelivered to the young people. All
Hawkes of Portland are spending a LYDIA
E PINKHAM K VEGETABLE
a variety of lovely presents.
have been much less, It matters Plants of increasingly higher types; services are open to the public,
COMPOUND iUid Go ’‘ymUing Through "
lew days with relatives here.
THE
FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Caused by Tired Kidneys

Poultry Records

October Calendar

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Wake Up and Be Warm

BURN D&H ANTHRACITE

ARE YOU NERVOUS?

D

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
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ROCKPORT

Many False Alarms
—

Page Five

SOUTH CHINA

Excels in Every Test
of Fine Quality

Capt. E. O. Patterson who has been
Edmund Dowe. Delbert Gary, Mrs.
at his home on Amesbury Hill for the
Malicious Practice Is a SeriGary and mother, Mrs. Walker. Mr.
summer is now in Belfast where he
ar.ci Mrs. Samuel Grindle Mrs. Alice
ous Threat To Life and
will remain for the winter.
Esancy and Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald
Property
Miss Marion Weidman, Mrs. Ger
were among those from here who at
trude Havener, Mrs. Ethel York and
tended Union Fair.
A survey recently completed by the
Miss Mattle Russell motored to FairMr. and Mrs. Ralph Small of Au
Automobile Insurance Company of
field Monday to attend the Metho
Get the taste-thrill of fine tea.
gusta were recent callers at Ralph
Hartford, Conn., shows that despite
dist Conference of the Augusta Dis
Esancy’s.
the increasing vigilance of police and
SALADA TEA is unequaled in
trict.
fire departments, the malicious prac
Mrs. Frank Nary of Massachusetts
Annual inspection of Fred A. Nor
tice of turning in false alarms con
! passed the weekend at the home of
flavor — in aroma — in color — in
wood W.R.C., will take place Friday
tinues to rank among this country's
her son Frank.
night with Department President
every test of fine quality.
more serious threats to life and prop
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and
I ouise Matthews of Rumford as in
erty.
[ children of Warren were visitors
specting officer. Following the meet
Prom a total of 210.606 fire alarms
1 Sunday at the H. Esancy home.
ing a buffet lunch will be served.
reported in 64 cities during the past '
The Grange observed its Booster
Members not solicited the asked to
year 26.614 were known to be either
Night Wednesday, offering as pro
take sandwiches, cake or cookies. 1
false or needless. Whila the survey
gram: Address by the master, Cort
A large attendance is desired. Mrs.
discloses that from 10 to 12 percent
land Taber; speaker, Prof. Griffith of
Matthews will be entertained at the
of the alarms in the average city are
Colby; song. “America," ensemble;
heme of her aunt, Mrs. Louise Mel
false, many cities have reported false
reading of the national master's
vin.
alarms reaching as high as 25 to 30
message by the lecturer, Alice Es
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Tot 'ey
percent of the total number turned
ancy; (recitation, "Bringing Down
and Mrs. Cacilda Caln are at their
in.
the Family" Hazel Fitzgerald; pihome after occupying their cottage at
An estimate based on advice from
'ano trio, Thida Boynton, Hattie
Northport for the summer.
38 cities reveals that the average cost
Stuart and Myrtle Huff; flower show
OADS that need constant As you get more concrete and
Mrs Alberta Larson and sister Mrs.
of answering each false alarm is $111
tableau, eight young men; comic rec
. reconstruction keep the less inferior roads, annual
Jane Crouse of Rockland were ln I
or a total cost of $2,936,016 to the 64
itation, George Smith; “What Our
taxpayer always "paying formaintenance Costs are cut, re
Portland over the weekend where '
cities referred to above. One city ad
Grange Stands For" by Deputy Cony
dead horses.” Year after year leasing more and more funds
they attended the Dog Show.
j Webber; talk. Rep. Howard Fuller;
vises an estimated damage of $225,569
his taxes are paid, yet there's for new roads, arterial streets,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards |
«1»
to fire fighting apparatus and equip
violin, guitar and vocal music by
little money for new high bridges and grade separa
motored Sunday to Augusta whereI
ment, caused while answering one
Philip Taber, Jesse Darling and Erthey visted Mr. and Mrs. Howard ,
false alarm. A more serious aspect,
ways, widening, grade sepa tions.
lene Crocker. Luncheon was served
CROSS NECK
MEDOMAK
LINCOLNVILLE
Carroll. On returning they were
however, lies in the fact that 40
and later a social enjoyed with danc
rations and other permanent
rccompanied by Mrs. A. T. Carroll j
cities have reported a total of 1744
ing and games. Music was supplied
Even in first cost, concrete
improvements.
Mrs. Nora Cotta of Camden spent on an accordion with piano and or
Daniel Jackson of the village was Traffic was heavy Sunday on
who had been visiting there.
persons injured or killed in the per
saves money over other pave
which day the correspondent counted the past week with her parents, Mr. gan attachments by Sister Gertrude
The first meeting of the Twentieth a caller Friday at Frank Simmons'.
formance of duties while responding
What a difference when each ments of equal load-carrying
Benjamin Geele has been a recent 72 cars passing in a 15-minute period. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman.
Century Club following the summer
to false alarms.
Moras of Silver Lake Grange and
year’s program includes new capacity. Concrete carries you
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter went Anthony Schickling of Lynn, Mass.
vacation will be held Friday after- . Rockland visitor.
Mrs. Ada Morton of Belmont is
The age groups of offenders vary
concrete highways! Reports safely and comfortably and
noon at the home of Mrs. Frances
Elden Collamore of Broad Cove , visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller for Friday to Portland for their son,
with different cities.
Generally
from 21 states show that con with low cost for gas, tires,
Hartwell, who has been a patient at
Carleton. Mrs. Nellie Morton will be made a recent call at Willis Genth- a few days.
speaking, youths of school age were
crete costs far less to main and car repairs.
DEER ISLE
reader giving a review of “Gone With ner's.
believed responsible for approxi
i Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pottle and State Street Hospital.
Mrs.
Isabel
Osier
and
daughter
of
tain
—
$88
to
$465
per
mile
I
the
Wind.''
mately 75 percent of all false alarms.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele, Ben Carle Mathews of California nlbtored
Miss Kate C. Sylvester is spend
Funeral services were held Monday jamin Geele, Misses Addle Geele | the past week to the Eastern States New Harbor were callers Sunday at
In 36 cities checked, youths between
less per year—than other sur Demand concrete for your
ing
the fall and winter with her
the
home
of
Julia
Osier.
at
the
Russell
Funeral
Home
for
Mrs.
10 and 20 years were leading offend
and Elizabeth Geele were visitors Exposition in Springfield, Mass., and
faces.
roads.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Willey and nephew at Edgewood Farm
Francena Whittier, 78. who died Sat- Friday in Bath.
ers. Eleven other cities placed the
I also visited in Hartford and other
family who have been living in Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Couch went
1 urdaj’ at the home of her daughter in
burden of blame on intoxicated and
Far complete information write to
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Castner and cities.
L. J. Winslow's house, have moved to I Sunday to St. Petersburg, Fla., for
Brunswick. Rev. N F. Atwood of the
unbalanced persons between the ages
Mr. and Mrs. William McCauley I their home on Loud Island.
son John of Medomak were guests
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
; the winter.
Methodist Church officiated. Inter
of 30 and 40. while eight cities con
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. William and son of Boothbay Harbor. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and chil
347 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
ment was in Sea View cemetery. The
sidered cider men between 40 and 50
Miss Therese Eaton has been 111.
Florence Grant of Richmond Corner dren were Boothbay visitors Sunday.
Gross.
bearers were her three sons, Arthur!
as their worst offenders.
A national organization to improv* ond extend the uses of
Theron
Pickering is attending Biland Mr. and Mrs. Harold Reynolds
Miss Pauline McLain passed a day
Whittier of Bath, Ralph and Walter ! Frank Simmons attended Union
concrete through scientific research and engineering field work.
i
lard's
Academy
in New London,
and
family
of
Camden
were
guests
lecently in Thomaston and Rockland.
Whittier of Rockport and her grand Fair.
and fire departments, as well as a i
Conn.
Sunday at M. F. Dickey's.
Mrs. Martha Prior spent Monday
Mr and Mrs. Frank Chapman are
son Cleveland Whittier also of Rock
warning to offenders is disclosed in I
Mr and Mrs. Alvin Eaton and
The annual lawn fair for the bene with Tier daughter. Mrs. Astor Miller,
port. The floral tributes were nu- ■ visiting relatives in Mechanic Falls.
the fact that 39 cities reported a to
daughter
of Scituate. Mass are vis
fit
of
the
Grange
was
well
patronized
at Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Frank Simmons has returned
tal of 424 persons apprehended for were appointed as a committee to Grange will attend this service. At j merous and beautiful.
iting relatives here.
and
netted
$220.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Linwood
Castner
and
have
charge
of
the
interior
decora

7
o'clock
the
pastor
will
deliver
a
Ross Patterson was at home from ; home after visiting her parents Mr.
sounding false alarms 277 of which
Miss Carol Snowden nas employ
message to the young folks. Special Pcrtland over the weekend. On re- , and Miji Leander Gross in North Mrs. Gladys Dickey visited Mr. son John, visited Sunday with Mrs.
were convicted. Many cities have re tion of the club house.
ment
in Waban, Mass.
William
Gross
at
Gross
Neck.
Dickey
last
Saturday
at
Waldo
Coun

Mrs. George H. Coombs of Augusta selections will be sung by the choir. turning Sunday he was accompanied Waldoboro.
cently adopted ordinances carrying
Mrs.
Vida Sylvester and family
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Munsey
of
Newcastle
ty
Hospital
where
he
has
been
a
pa

has
been
passing
a
few
days
at
Nils
Stordhal,
Olie
Hockenson,
by
Mrs
Patterson
who
has
been
ocMrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove
more severe penalties for persons ap
were guests Monday of Mrs. Clara spent the weekend at Spruce Head
1 Robert Georgeson and Gus Skoog • copying their Amesbury Hill home [ and Sylvester Simmons of Bath have tient five weeks.
her home here.
prehended and convicted.
Island.
fceveral from here attended the have employment at Hall Quarry. j during the summer.
been at Harvey Simmons' home on a Schools will be closed Oct. 12 as j Collamore.
teachers will attend the County Con
annua! fair and chicken supper
Mrs. Maude Anthony of Port
The Charles F. Griffiths returned recent visit.
WALDOBORO
served Tuesday by the women of the Clyde is guest of her sister Mrs. Friday to Philadelphia after spending
Mrs. Percy French of West Wal vention in Belfast on that date.
• • • •
the summer at the former Cyrus H. doboro was
a visitor
Tuesday
Funeral servers for Delia W.. wife ! Methodist church in North Waldo | Margaret Raymond.
“Grandpa’s speed can’t be beat
Mrs. Thomas Baum and Mrs. K Curtis cottage. Beauchamp Point. at the William Gross home.
of Justin Welt who died Tuesday at boro.
Ross-Miller
When Mom announces Shredded Wheat!”
Miss BeSsie Reed has been passing James Calder have returned from a
The Trytohelp Club was pleasantly
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
the ege of 68 will be held Friday at
Albion Ross and Miss Jane Miller,
a
week
in
Boston.
week's visit in Boston.
entertained Monday night at the daughter Christine were Boothbay
2 o'clock from the residence. Rev. C.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Mil
Rev. and Mrs. O. G Barnard and
home of Mrs. Diana Pitts. While the visitors Sunday.
Vaughan Overman officiating. In
Miss
Beatrice
Barnard
attended
the
j
members were busily engaged in sew- ) Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Leeman and ler were married Saturday by Rev.
terment will be in Rural cemetery.
I
RAZORVILLE
Methodist
District
Conference
Mon-1
ing the hostess read a review of the children of Round Pond have been Robert. Beecher at the parsonage
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Storer and
Mr, and Mrs. Gid. Hallowell passed prize autobiography of 1937. Piano so- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sim They were attended by friends from
Miss Elizabeth Storer of Buenos1 dav and Tuesday in Fairfield.
Ayres. South America, have been i Mrs Letha Simmons of Jamaica the weekend with Mrs. Georgia Bow i los were also presented by Miss Ar- mons.
Belfast.
I lene Tominiski and Miss Josephine
.
,
guests of Charles Lilly and Mrs. Isa Flain. Mass., is visiting her sister Mrs man.
The bride is ,a (graduate of Crosby
Eudora Miller.
belle Boothby.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prescott and i Pitts. Sixteen were present. Next
High
School of Belfast, class of 1935
Miss Hazel Day has been at Mr. Carl Prescott were Augusta visitors Monday night the Club will enjoy
SOMERVILLE
Mrs Stuart C. Hemingway and
and of Bangor School of Commerce.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Creamer's
on
a
visit.
J
a
covered
dish
supper
at
the
BapBrad.ey Hemingway have returned
Saturday.
The Rally Day exercises conducted
' tist. vestry followed ty quilt tacking.
Mrs. Marguerite Hisier and daugh She has since been employed as book
to Syracuse. N. Y„ after passing the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of Hyde
Sunday
morning
at
the
Methodist
Mrs.
George
Hallowell
and
Frank
j
ter Raymah accompanied Waneta keeper at Daly Bros, shoe factory in
summer at "Olenhurst.'' Miss Car
Park, Mass., are guests of Mrs Carrie
Silva of Vineyard Haven, Mass., Peaslee on a weekend trip to Ports Belfast. Mr. Ross was graduated in
oline Hemingway has entered Miss Church were most impressive. The Clark.
1935 from Camden High ISchool.
pupils of the Sunday School had
were recent guests of Mrs. Maynard mouth, N. H.
Porters School in Farmington.
Miss Geraldine Jones who has been Porter. On returning home they
The newly-married couple are reBISCUIT COMPANY
Mi.-s Helen Oldis is at home from charge of the program, noticeable
Mrs. Flora Avery was a caller Sun
in
an
Augusta
Hospital
for
several
siding
in an apartment on Congress !
MORI THAN A BILLION SHREDDED WHEAT BISCUITS SOLD EVERY YEAR
features
being
the
violin
solos
by
were accompanied by Mrs. Silva and day at Marion Brown's.
Pcrtland.
street. Belfast.
| children Thomas and Martha who J
Mrs. Geneva Welt and Miss Ger Miss Laura Creamer, the duets by weeks, returned Sunday.
Frank French accompanied by sev
Ruth
Burgess
and
Louise
Boggs
and
Mrs
Maud
Howard
went
Sunday
to
had been visiting here.
trude Newbert are guests of Mrs.;
eral grandchildren attended a con
Mrs. William A. Paul has returned
Edwin Merry in Torrington. Conn.
' the flag ceremony -performed by Ar-. Rockville with Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
vention Sunday in Dexter.
thui
Burgess
and
Madelyn
Oenthner.
Bowes.
fiom a visit in Everett. Mass, hav- I
At a special meeting of the Com-!
Mrs. Delma Bowes was dinner guest ing accompanied home her daughter, J Clinton Overlock of Warren was a
munity Garden Club Mrs. Bessie A large congregation attended the
| Mrs. Harold Spear who spent the! visitor Sunday in this community.
Sunday of Maud Howard.
Kuhn Mrs. Sace Weston, Mrs. Fan service.
Rossie Clark of Augusta and friend summer here. Enroute they visited j Emma Light has returned to Mid
nie Brooks and Mrs. H. P. Mason
were callers Sunday on friends here. Brainerd Paul and family in Lim- j dletown. Conn., after visiting here for
VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard and , ington and Mrs. Lanson Hyde and j a few weeks.
Marguerite Chapter, OES , met Miss Norma Howard were visitors family in Lawrence, Mass. They j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crummett
Monday night. After the ceremonies Sunday evening at (Edith Overlock's, ! also enjoyed a trip to the White1 of Washington called Sunday on Mrs.
games were played and luncheon was taking a birthday cake which was Mountains.
Frank French who is in ill health.
served by Mrs. Evelyn Hall assisted duly christianed
Lynton Lane of Lewiston spent
W. B. Hewitt enjoyed a recent mo
by Mary Tolman, Flora Brown and
Gleason Blake and Stuart Prescott Tuesday with his parents, Capt. and I tor trip to Fairfield.
Nellie Williams. Inspection will take are employed at Mrs Rose Boynton's. Mrs. George W. Lane.
Henry Reynolds has returned to
place at a special meeting Oct. 25
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Giles of Wis
Among those who attended the re
Georgetown after completing work on
Grand officers will be present.
opening of the Carrs Corner Baptist casset were guests Tuesday of Mrs. the third grade road in the southend
Miss Mary O'Halloran of Boston Church last Sunday in Palermo were Beulah Baker.
of the town.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.ES., met
is guest at the home of Mrs. Mary L. Edith Overlock, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Day of Thom
Prescott. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman j Tuesday night. A new attendance aston were recent callers at Merle
Arey.
-FREE FROM
Capt. George Lawry has returned and two children, Mrs. Maud Gleason contest was started with prize to be Day's.
and Harold Pitman. The weather was given the member taking in the larg
from Boston.
THAT THROBBING
Mr. and Mrs. David Hersom of Bel
es* number of members and visitors
/October\
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Orcutt re ideal, and with fine speaking and
fast have rented Mrs. S. L. Bartlett's
and also to the one taking in the
\ Only )
house at The Corner.
cently returned from New York singing, a profitable day was spent by
largest number of petitions for the
Guests Saturday evening at Rob
where they were guests of their son the large attendance.
degrees before Dec. 21. At the next
ert Jones' were Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Lawrence Orcutt.
meeting Oct. 19
Forget-me-not
NORTH HAVEN
Nash and daughters Ernest Moody
Miss Dorothy Billings visited Sat
Chapter of South Thomaston and
TWO MONEY-SAVING OFFERS
and Celia Jones of Nobleboro, Lloyd
urday in Rockland.
A daughter who has been named Arbutus Chapter of Liberty will be Hewitt and Donald Hewitt. The eve
Dr. Banks returned Monday to Delma Ann was born Sept. 30 at special guests. Supper will precede
OFFER NO. I of our Lamp Sale includes
ning was spent playing games and
Walpole, Mass., having passed the Knox Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Ken the meeting.
music
was
enjoyed.
Ice
cream,
cake,
the deal illustrated here: One Better
weekend at his cottage on the North neth A Mills.
Dr. John Crawford and family and
coffee, fruit and popcorn were served.
Shore.
Dr. Carl Otto and family of Orono
Light-Better Sight Bridge Lamp, one car
State Vice Commander L. B. Dyer
visited Sunday with Prin. and Mrs.
summer
recess,
meeting
at
the
home
ton of six Mazda lamps, up to and includ
has returned from Waterville where
George Cunningham.
of Mrs. Annie J. Gardiner. Mrs.
he attended the American Legion
Miss Anne Townsend and Mrs.
ing 60-watt size, and one 100-watt Mazda
Mary Whitman will be hostess at
Officers meeting.
Charlies tBbehta (return today to
next
week's
meeting.
lamp—a $7.05 value for only $2.95!
L. W. Sanborn returned Monday
Philadelphia and
Baltimore
re
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Shaw and
lrom a gunning trip.
spectively, after spending the sum
son Spablding of Lewiston were re
Mr. and Mrs. Fenwick Murray who
mer at the Townsend cottage.
All people who suffer occasionally
OFFER NO. 2, not illustrated, includes
have been visiting Mr. Murray’s
Harbor Light Chapter O. E. S.. has cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
from headaches ought to know
this way to quick relief.
grandmother. Mrs. Albert Wooster
been invited to attend the annual Whitmore.
one
carton of six Mazda lamps of any size
At the first sign of such pain,
and other relatives left Monday for
inspection of Naomi Chapter. Ten Officers of Harbor Light Chapter
take two Bayer Aspirin tablets
at regular price with I 100-watt bulb free.
Vancouver. B. C.
ant’s Harbor, Oct. 15. Supper will be are requested to meet at Masonic
with a half glass of water. Some
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert have
served at 6.30. Those planning to hall Tuesday at 7 o’clock for re
times if the pain is more severe, a
second dose is necessary later, ac
returned from a visit with relatives in
attend are asked to notify W. M.. hearsal of the work.
Sorry—but we'lf have to ask you to taka
cording to directions.
THE FINEST SALE IN OUR HISTORY
Union.
Marion Upham by Friday of this
the lamp with you, we cannot deliver on
If headaches keep coming back
Mrs. Fred Barker was a Rockland
week.
FOR COMMON PIMPLES
The minute you see this lamp you'll want one!
we advise you to sec your own
♦hit special offer. The demand is bound
visitor Monday.
Miss Lillian Whitmore spent Sun
physician. He will look for the
to be unusual for this remaritab'e offer—
It is built on the Better Light-Better Sight prin
EXTERNALLY
CAUSED
cause in order to correct it.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones have
day with her sister, Mrs. E. C. St.
we suggest that you get yours early.
ciple
with
an
inside
reflector.
Features:
Duncan
The price now is only 15*1 for
returned from Belfast for a short
Clair at Owl’s Head.
twelve tablets or two full dozen
Phyfe
style
—
well
proportioned,
finely
designed;
stay at Rockaway Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shibles will
I K
E
maple finish—fits in with modern decorations;
Clinton Smith is home from Whit
return today from a visit with his
insville, Mass.
ROMANCE
brother Stanley Shibles and family
diffusing bowl—assures good quality, evenly dis
AIME
CEMTI
Alvin Cobb has returned from
in South Glastonbury, Conn.
tributed light; "inside-white" shade—gives full
MPANY
POWt
Union where he attended the North
Mrs. Edward Skinner has returned
reflection value; rubber cord.
Knox Fair.
from New Rochelle, N. Y„ accom
panied by Mr. Skinner who remains
Harvest Sunday will be observed
A tt f N f* L 11
A 7 A A > 0 7 Of tt
7
very ill.
Oct. 10 at Union Church. The pas
tor Rev. Arthur Leigh will speak on
The G. W. Bridge Club resumed its
’OP
5URFACI
P I M P L I S
virtually
cent a tablet “Ruth the Gleaner." Pleasant River
weekly meetings Tuesday after the

“PAYING FOR DEAD HORSES”

never builds a good highway system!

SALADfi
TEA

R

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century

.E

OUR ANNUAL LAMP
IS ON

IM FEELING)

C«<

thin S7.95 Value for
one4hird the Regular Price

FINETHIS

MORNING

$2'95

HEADACHE

STOP
CRYING!

NOW

1

RE5INOL

O

S

tt tt E S
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I
Tuesday to Friendship after a few mother, Mrs. Olive Stone, of Pleas
WARREN
days' visit with her niece. Mrs. Ellis ant Faint, are spending a few days
General Knox Chapter D.A.R. held Young, and will return today to j at the former’s home at Walker's
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Gammon are
Its first meeting of the season Mon Milton Mills. N. H.
Corner.
receiving congratulations on the
day at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs. F. H. Jealous of Brookline, birth Monday, at The Lucette. ThomMrs. Clifton Morse and her sister.
Dunn, with a good attendance. At a Mrs. Jennie Hupper of Port Clyde, Mass.. is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lionel aston of a son .Alton Irving.
brief business session, tlie new regent. arrived Monday for a few days' visit, P. Jealous.
J Mr. and Mrs. John Teague spent
Miss Eleanor Seeber. presided. Tlie the former being guest of Mrs.
Miss Rita C. Smith, with Mrs.' the weekend"With Mr. and Mrs. Richprogram consisted of an instructive Aletha Thompson, and the latter of John Creighton and Miss Margaret ' arcj Howarth in Camden.
talk by Miss Anna Coughlin of Rock Mrs. Sanford Hyler.
G. Ruggles as motor guests are on a
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody are
land who spoke on "The Constitu
three
days'
trip
through
the
White
passing
a few days ln New York City
Mrs. Charles Pierce spent the
tion."
Mountains.
! where Mr. Moody has a position on a
weekend in Hartland.
Mrs. Emma Burton has employ-; reservoir. The family will move there
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland,
Mr. and Mrs. Ulric Sawyer and two
who spent the season at their sum children removed here recently and ment for the winter in New York. | SOon. Lowell Moody and Patricia
Miss Anna Dillingham is closing Moody, children of Mr. and Mrs.
mer home here, returned Tuesday to are occupying Mrs. Emma Burton's
her home on Kncx street and will go Moody are with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Newton Center. Mass.
' house on Elliot street.
today to B rookline. Mass. for a brief McKellar, during the absence of their
Miss Ruth Killeran. with Miss
Mrs. John Hanley has returned
Clara Spear and Mrs. Alexander ! home after a three weeks' visit with visi: with Miss Ruth Blodgett, before parents.
Albert Sullin. who has been eraDonaldson as motor guests, spent Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mason in going to Andover where she is to
spend
the
winter.
ployed
in Millinocket, has returned
Wednesday in Portland.
North Easton. Mass.
Mrs. George E. Cross entertained heme,
Miss Emma Esau of Quincy and
Mrs. Lydia Saucier is having a two
the first group of her Sewing Club I Mrs. Hulda Sullin sustained a brokSamuel Kenney of Rutland, Mass, weeks' vacation from her duties at
Tuesday afternoon, those who at- en ankle recently.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. ihe home of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel F
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham was din' Jealous, and with her daughter. Miss tended being Mrs. Oliver F. Cushing
Strout.
Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn, Mrs. George ner guest Monday of Mrs. Mary
Mrs. William Vinal entertained the Carol Saucier, went Tuesday to Dan
H. Gardiner. Miss Anna Dillingham ’ Clements.
Bridge Club Monday night. Mrs. vers, Mass., to visit an uncle.
Miss Christine Moore. Miss Harriet J Mrs. George Gibson and Mr. and
Douglas Chamberlain of BathHoward Beattie won highest honors
Dunn, and Miss Nellie Gardiner, all Mrs. Clayton Sidelinger of Canton,
and the consolation fell to Mrs. hurst. recently called on Miss Ruth of this town, and Mrs. Grover C \ Mass, are spending this week with
Clement Moody. Other guests were Killeran. He was accompanied by
Hopkins, of Rockland.
I Edward Clements.
Mrs. Dana Stcne, Mrs. Ellis Young. his two brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Berpard Clukey and ’ Mr. and Mrs. 8. A. Watts attendTlie Federated Circle was enter
Mrs. Herbert Wheeler. Mrs. Edgar
two children of Dexter were recent e(j tjle dOg show Saturday in PortAmes and Mrs. Douglas Vinal. Lunch tained Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
overnight guests of Mrs. Clukey's iancj
was served.
, Fred Young, in Friendship, picnic
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moss- j Callers Monday at the home of Mrs.
Twenty-six
Miss Alice Tuttle is having a ten- Sinner being served.
' Charles McKellar were Mrs. Nathan
day vacation.
members and guests attended this man.
The last meeting of the Garden Witham and daughter Dorothy, and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and pleasant outing. The feature of a
Club for the season will be held1 Mrs. Florence McConchle of Rockchildren. Jean and David of Port business meeting was the making of
next Thursday at 7 30 o'clock at the' iand.
plans
for
the
annual
Harvest
Supper
land. were weekend guests of his
heme
cf Miss Margaret G. Ruggles.
Mrs. William Kelley (Eula Skinner)
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. j to be held Oct. 29 in the Congrega
There will be a question box and each was honored recently at a pre-nuptional
vestry
and
Mrs.
Edna
Young
Shaw.
member is asked to put in subjects tial party given at the Lake MessaMrs. Emily Hodgkins of Warren is was appointed chairman of the sup
she
would like to hear treated an- Ionskee cottage of. Miss Bernadette
at Mrs. Ozora Turner's for a few per committee. Those who will assist
her are Mrs. Orvel Williams. Mrs. other year, suggestions for a flower Raymond of Waterville, by the 22
days' visit.
show, as well as any Question she members of the Waterville Junior
Nelson Mossman has returned to Hubert S. Leach. Mrs. E. R Biggers.
would like to have answered.
High faculty. Mrs. Kelley received
Old Orchard after a brief visit with Mrs Foster Fales, Mrs. Guy Libby
a beautiful floor lamp, her prize for
and Mrs. Sanford B Comery.
his father, Arthur Mossman.
Whitten-Grant
being the winner of a peanut hunt.
Mrs. Orrin Creamer and her
Mrs. Prances Pierce returned
TlM marriage of Bernard Whitten' Ice cream and bride's cake were

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

Stock up jpi the wurttb
RT THESE DRERT 5RVINC5I
The choicest of the 1937 ctop —
new pack iust received. Priced
at new low prices in the biggest
canned (ood sale of the year.
--Buy in dozen lots and stock your
pantry at these money saving prices.

X

NO. 2
CANS

31c

X

NO. 2
CANS

29c

«>

NO. 2
CANS

29c

yi N0* 2
CANS

29c

yi N°- 2
H CANS

25c

□

NO. 2
CANS

25c

X

NO. 2’ *
CANS

19c

X

NO. 3
CANS

35c

X

NO. 3
CANS

21c

X

NO. 2
CANS

25c

22ns 95c
J
IONA CORN
J
IONA TOMATO JUICE cD^s 95c
c°2nZs $1.69
X
A&P SPINACH

NO. 2
CANS

25c

24 OZ
CANS

25c

NO. 2U
CANS

29c

A&P STRING BEANS
A&P PEAS

caCn7s

Si 79

SI 69

CANS
A&P
CORN
IONA STRING BEANS

$1.13
cans

DCZ.
CANS

P. L TOMATOES
IONA PEAS

CANS
cDa°ns

IONA BEETS

«5<

xr_

97c

$1.09

A&P TOMATOES

22ns

$2.05

P. L. TOMATOES

cSns

$1.19

A&P TOMATOES

22ns

$1.45

IONA LIMA BEANS

16 OZ
CAN

A&P WHOLE BEETS

CAN

5c

15c

NO. 1

DICED CARROTS

NO 2'

A&P SAUERKRAUT

5c
10c

CAN

15c

A&P LIMA BEANS
NO 2

A&P PUMPKIN

10c

CAN

2 ^NS3 23c

IONA TOMATOES

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AND VALUE

RED CIRCLE
ASPARAGUS

michican

SPRY

n

K.B.C.

PREMIUM

K.B.C.

PIONEER

PKG

14c

PKG

15C

_

MORNING SUN
PARIS BRAND
kernel

2 cans 29c
cans

*JC

’can*

15c

A&P AsparagusnITcan29c
A&P Asparagus no. Tcan 33c

BAM Beans

2

cans

lbs

3

PKGS 17c
1 Pkg. Choc. Pudding for lc—Total 18c
.a
.
CONTENTS
MOXIG
ONLY

Jel!-O

3 LB
TIN

59c
18c

PKG

25<

LBS

$55,000 (=)
WORTH OF PRIZES

CONTEST NO. 4
NOW ON!
ASK YOUR A&P MANAGER
FOR DETAILS
CONTEST NO

13c
—
-—
Uares
pitted
a pkgs a/c
Florida Mixture candy lb 10c
30 90 count 3
DROMEDARY -

25c

27c

PEA. KIDNEY AND YELLOW EYE

Prunes

20c

JSI

IN 12 WEEKLY CONTESTS

— NO. 2--

X

2

FIC BARS

Julep Cigarettes
Peas

LB 20c

FLAKES

French's Bird Seed

Lorn whole
Succotash

COFFEE

4 ITEMS

PEANUT BUTTER
ANN
PAGE

-fl C
I jK

> . LB
JAR

SPAGHETTI
ANN PAGE
COOKED

•>

J

CANS

iWC

25c

wej/i

mJ V&z&fcbCeA

COLOR
TOKAY CRAPES FINE
3
AND SWEET
SWEET POTATOESand005
Clean 10

ONIONS
BULK ONLY
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
TURNIPS
NEW CROP
NATIVE CABBAGE
HARO HEADS

LBS

19c
23 C

4

LBS

15c

5

LBS

19c

4

LBS

10c

NATIVE HUBBARD SQUASH mealiy 4
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
good'fTr 5u,2r

LBS

10c

DOZ

35<

aiCMLss Edith F. Grant was solem- served, the ice cream in cones, placed
nized Tuesday at the Baptist par- ' upside down on the plate with a
senage, Rev. H. S. Kilborn perform- ' bride favor.
ing the ceremony. They were atMr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett. Mrs
tended by the bride's aunt. Mrs. Rob- Angcline Greenough. and Sherman
ert Andrews, with whom she has Simmons, attended tlie dog trials
made her home for the past year.. Sunday ln Bremen.
Mr. Whitten is a son of the late
Lester Starrett . who has been
Emile Whitten and Mrs. Chester A visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ansel M. Hilt
Vost of this town, and is one of the for several weeks has returned to
proprietors of the gas service sta- ! Flushing. L. I., visiting enroute, his
tion at the Lawrence Portland Ce- brother, Everett Starrett in New
ment Co. Mrs. Whitten is the daugh- Bedford, Mass.
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. George
The sermon topic for Sunday
Grant of Patten. The young couple morning at the Baptist Church will
will make their home with Mr. and ( be. "Lifted Up By the Spirit." The
Mrs. Robert Andrews for the present. Church School will be at noon ;and
• • • •
1 Christian Endeavor at 6.15. FoilowW inchenbax ti -Flanders
ing an opening song service at 7. the
Carl Winchenbach. son of Mr and pastor will speak on "How Art Thou
Mrs.. Samuel Winchenbach and Miss Fallen, O Lucifer?"
Arma Flanders, daughter of Mrs.
Miss Edna F Beggs lias been visitEveran Flanders, both of South Wal- ing her sister. Mr;. William Morridoboro were united in marriage son in Poitland. and over the weekTuesday night at the Baptist par- end with a party of five including
sonage by Rev. H. S. Kilborn.
Miss Belva Wilson enjoyed a moUU.
They were attended by Floyd De- trip into the White Mountains,
lano and Robert Winchenbach. also
Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Scott of Proviof South Waldoboro. The day of cence. and Charles Towle of Apple- .
their marriage was also the birthday ten were supper guests Saturday of ,
anniversary of both the bride and Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore,
greom.
Miss Olive Teague anu Mrs. Annie
The newly married couple will re- Starrett Lehto were honored jointly '
side in their home town, where a at a shower given Monday night at 1
newly furnished home awaits them, the home of Mrs. Chaster Wylli^,
• • • •
The evening was spent in unwinding!
Hilda Anderson
the cobwebs which led to the gifts-U
This communuity was siddened to Fresent were Mrs. Mary Richmond ,
hear of the death of Hilda, wife of and guest. Miss Eliza Swan cf RockWilliam Anderson, who died Sept. 24. land. Mrs. Martha Welch. Mrs. Reta
Although the deceased had been an Cobum. Mrs. Mildred Gammon. Mrs.
invalid for a period of ten years Jennie Kenniston and daughter
she was a person who never com- Elizabeth, Mrs. E. V. Oxton and
plained—keeping her mind active al- daughter Elizabeth, Mrs. Isa Teague,
thcugh confined to her home.
Mrs. Carrie Teague. Miss Kathryn
Mrs Anderson was born in Fin- Peabody, Miss Janet Wade, Miss
land. April 25. 1883. and came to Mary Trone. Miss Winona Robinson.
America at the age of 22. having Miss Phyllis 'Perry. Mrs. Grace
been employed in Boston and later Wyllie and Miss Virginia Wyllie.
in Thomaston. She became the wife Candy and popcorn were served,
of William Anderson in October.
airs. Avis Norwood accompanied
1904. Of this union were born four by Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Helen
children, a girl and boy who died in Norwood, and Mrs. Mary Halligan,
their infancy, and an elder daugh- metored Monday to Portland,
ter Hilja. whose death occurred only
Mrs. Mabie Peabody accompanied
twe years ago. This sorrow went by Miss Janet Wade cf this place and
very deep to the mother's heart and Mrs. James Moody of East Union
saddened the last months of her life motored Tuesday to Sidney, where
The Andersons bought the home at they visited the Eastern Maine Music
The West Meadows soon after Mrs Camp, and called on Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson's Illness, moving here from George Graves.
East Warren, where they had resided
....
i since their marriage.
Chamber of Commerce Banquet
Prayers at the heme were offered
Sixty members and guests of the ]
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce met
Rockland Baptist Church. Funeral Tuesday at the Masonic dining hall '
| services were held from the Finnish and partook of a banquet served by I
I Church on the St. Georges road, Rev. g eommittee from Iyy chapter OES i
Jthn Heino officiating. The many which included Mrs. Laura Starrett
beautiful floral offerings were silent Mrs Bernys Jameson Mi£S gusan
tokens of the resptet in which the gtevens Mfs EIeanor
Barre(t deceased was held by her friends and Mrs NeUie
Jameson
Waitmses 1
acquaintances. The bearers were
Mrs Eve,yn Roblnson Mrs.
I Joseph Anderson. Julius Anderson. Carrie R gmjth Mfs
Pow. j
John Anderson anti Anselm Aho. In- ers. Mrs.
,,
.Avis ..
.
,,
„
Norwood. Miss Hilda
terment was in the Village cemetery
_
Aspey. The women received many '
Thcmaston.
compliments for the chicken supper.
Mrs. Anderson is survived by her
Tables were decorated with red ber
husband; one daughter. Mrs. Ellen
ries.
Emery; three grandchildren; three
The business meeting was opened
brothers; and several nieces and
by Jchn Pomeroy of Rockland, presi
i.ephews.
dent. who explained the reasons for
[Communicated]
forming a Knox Counts' Chamber of
Commerce and the benefits to be de
Clearance Sale, all goods marked
rived therefrom. It was explained
down to make room for new stock,
that each town in the county would
beginning Oct. 11. Sign-of-the-Ship
be represented on the advisory counGifts. 3 Elliot St.. Thomaston.—adv.
] cil. and also on the board of direc
120-121
tors of such an organization.
| Willis R. Vinal of Warren replied
to Mr. Pomeroy and a lively discus[ sicn was indulged by Alfred Hocking
of St. George, Carl Sonntag. Judge
New Easy Way —No Brushing
E. C. Payson, Freeman Young and

CLEAN FALSE TEETHGET RID GF STAINS

„,i nr Rnrlrlanrt and
”■ BlOOgelt ail OI KOCKianj. ana

Stera-Klcen. amazing new discovery, removes blackest stains, tarnish, tartar like

„

manic. Just put false teeth or bridges in a
glass of water and add Stera-kleen powder.
No messy brushing. Recommended by den- j

Herbert E. Emmons of Warren,
Upon

adjournment,

bCailO

W8S ;

played and other games enjoyed ar-1

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addltional lines flve cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small words

« • s
♦. LOST

AND FOUND

j
| *
1
I <18 Convertible baby carriage for sale.
I $5. good condition
Call at 44 GAY
, ST . to see It________________ 119-121
“ I TRAILER with "trailer hitch for sale.
! bed roll cover; one 5-foot maple paddle
1 and 3-foot maple paddle. MRS. DICK.
167 Waldo Ave., Tel 63-W
120-122

U.S.L. electric welder for sale; oxweld
cutting and welding torch with hose,
gauges and tips; pedestal grinder and
BLACK fox fur lost last week ln i motor; 2-peddle grindstones
MRS
Rockland. Reward. Leave at The Cou-, DICK. 67 Waldo Ave, Tel. 63-W.
119*121 I
rier-Gazette Office.
120-122
BUNDLE containing pair of blue kid 1 R. I PULLETS for eale 75c; Tolman
shoes lost Oct. 1 ln Gregory's Clothing Sweet Apples 50c bu. R LITTLE, 22
Store.
Please return to GREGf>°v « Meadow Rd . Thomaston.
119-lt
120*122
GUERNSEY cow and calf for sale;
also grade cow and calf and onehorse;
Winchester rifle
W
L. MERRIAM.
«-Union. Me
120-122

WANTED

♦
»

BED couch and Zenith Radio for sale,
good condition. PHONE 1011-R
119-421

MIDDLE-AGE woman wants
keeping position. TEL. 837-2.

house
RUBY Crescent. 22-lnch steel pipe fur
120*122 nace. for sale, registers, pipe, etc . prac
tically
new. Apply 64 SUMMER ST.
BOYS WANTED—Ages 12 to 15-40 do
pleasant educational work afternoons City._____________________________ 119-tf
and Saturdays
Good pay. Apply by
BABY PEN for sale; also scales, crib,
letter M T. care The Courier-Gazette. Whitney coach, bathinette. single 3-foot
120*It bed. Inner coll, spring mattress ;Fowler
oil burner for kitchen range.
APPRENTICE wanted at Vogue Beauty 2-burner
May be seen at 4 Lawrence Avenue.
Slioppt. Call evenings alter 7, 84 PARK Thomaston.
TEL 185-3
120*122
ST
119-ttf

Boy, but FLAXOAP
knocks out Dirt—

AUCTION SaJe Saturday. Oot. 9 at 1 p.
m. at Ina Jacobson farm. St George Rd .
Thomaston. All kinds of household furr.lture. new enamel stove, studio couch,
child’s bed. etc.
119*120
FARM on Rt. 17. for sale, electric
SHERWINlights water. 9 acres, early marketing,
low price for quick sAle.
WILBER
WILLIAMS
ESANCY. Union.
119*121
THE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property.
23 Knox Street, Thomaston, .for sale.
Price leasonable. Apply to P. D. ELLIOT, Thomaston.
118-tf
GOOD HORSE for sale at a bargain.
Fine looker, gentle, fearless, nice driv
Yen'll be astonished, tco. at the yield to thc remirkable cleaning
ing horse, wt. 1.000 Had record of 2.12
__________115-120
as 2 yr. old. Also harnesses, rubber tired
nay Flaxcap. thc pure linseed oil powers of a lump of Flaxoap in
SINGLE house wanted to rent, flve or buggy, wagon etc. E. E. THORNDIKE.
six rooms with bath and furnace. Write Tel. 2192, Rockport
119-121
soap, cleans practically anythin; a pail of warm water. We're sell
A W.. care The Courler-Oazette
RICH dark loam for sale, for flower
ing
Flaxoap
this
120*122
and everything with such effici
gardens and lawns; also gravel for drive
ways and fillings Tel. 23-W WILLIAM
ency and dispatch. Floors, furni- week at thc surpris
ANDERSON. 48 West Meadow Rd
tuic, tugs, window's, dishes, tile, ingly low price of
119-121
♦ l-=
WORK HORSE for sale, cheap; set
and all painted surfaces: quickly 5 lbs. for only
♦ dcuble harness, trade for cow, wood or
hens C F PRESCOTT. City.
119*120
.. ... i .iWiuiAiiu. u1i...u...Mui»..ilt1thuuii.iiiL.ilLiliLi.:„.iiuiiii..: 1'1™
KELVINATOR Electric RetUgerator,
SIX-ROOM house to let on Temple for sale. MRS PERCY MILLER. 20 So.
St
Inquire LAWRENCE MILLER. Mil Main St.. Tel 605-W
118-120
SPECIAL, TOO, THIS WEEK!
ler's Garage, phone 692-M
117-tf
HOUSE Trailer for sale 860 TEL
ONE Upright Player Plano. 50 rolls, for 386-11.
118*120
sale 825; also one four-position oak
S-W PORCH AND
S-W ENAMELOID
TURKEYS, for sale, alive, dressed or
typewriter table 68 x 44 TEL 380
W S LOTHROP, (Thorndlke•
120-122 baked
Brilliant, quirk-drying enam
DECK PAINT
vlUe) Route 2. Union
ROOMS to let. with or without board.
el. Easy to apply, tne coat
CHESTER White Boar, for sale, 2 yrs.
Paint porch floors and steps
MRS DICK. 67 Waldo Ave.. Tel. 63-W
covers solid. Dries in 4 hours
120-122 Sow 2 yrs . each about 500 lbs., sow now
with solid-covering, wearwith pigs. $75 for the two delivered with
tc a gorgeous, porcelain-like
HEATED rooms to let. KINGSBURY in 10 miles. Two litters will pay for
resisting S-W Porch and
finish. For walls, woodwork,
HOTEL. 12 Myrtle St.. City
120*122 both
Also a spring Hampshire ram,
Deck Paint. Washes easily.
furniture, toys.
SMALL hested room, to let. with bath heavy fleece. $13. if taken at once. Also
Economical to use.
MRS A P FOLEY. 7 Masonic St . Tel. Thompson strain of White Plymouth
1165-R___________________________ 119-121 Rock roosters, very true to form, weigh
Special, 1 qt
$1.29
Special ’/i gal- $1-89
8 to 1C lbs . $4 ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's
FURNISHED apartment to let. all Head, Me , Tel 292-R
_______ 116-121
modern, hot water heat. FLOYD L
BARGAIN In small pigs, 4 and 5 weeks
SHAW. 47 No Main St___________ I19tf
S-W MAR-NOT
old; call and see them; also Glenwood
S-W FLO-LAC
THREE furnished rooms for light house range with new coll. PETER ED
Thrt c-pj.'iaie varnish lor
keeping to let. with private bath Ap WARDS. 271 Limerock St , Tel 806-J.
Stains and varnishes in one
ply 65 NORTH MAIN ST
118-tf _________________________________ 118-120
(1) furniture 12) Woodwork
operation. Restores color,
MODERN 6-room apartment to let at
(3) Floors. Will not chip,
adds a fine, long-wearing,
SEDAN AUTO, for sale In good con
58 Warren street Best of repair, rent dition. great bargain. Cal! at 19 Spruce
sruff r.cr scratch white . . .
rich gloss. Applies easily.
reasonable. Apply L. A. THURSTON. St . Tel 1108-W EVELYN McKUSICK
unaffected by hot water, al
Diies quickly. Water resist
Tel. 1159 Rockland_____________ 119-121 _________________________________ 118*120
cohol, alkali.
ant.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS paper etc Capacity 150 lb bales. Apply
Special,
%
pt17c
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
117-tf at this OFFICE.
Special, 1 qt.
$1.37
113-tT
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment, to
SMALL FARM. lot sale Good build
1 let MRS PERLEY MILLER, Tel. 605-W ings.
sightly location. MRS GERTRUDE
20 So Main St._________118*120
STUDLEY, Thomaston, Maine '.09*120
I HAVE a small cottage at Hosmer
APPLES on trees, for sale Cider and
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT Headquarters
Pend tc let. for beano parties, dinner winter apples, very cheap. TEL, Rockor supper by day or week EDWIN A. land 793-W. after 4 p. m.
109-tf
DEAN, Tel. 671-J, City__________ 116-121
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant's
APARTMENT, to let. unlurnlshed. Harbor
village, for sale. 9-room House,
central location: bath; oil heat; garage fine condition,
lights, bath, living spring
References exchanged. Apply to MISS ln cellar. Large
shade trees, etc.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TELEPHONE 14
453 MAIN STREET
, ANNIE F. FRYE, 14 Summer St. 118*120 Price attractive. lot.
GRANVILLE BACHFIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
ment. to let. with garage Oet located J
118-tf
before winter comes.
Apply MENS I
SHOP, corner Main & Park Streets
ranged under the supervision of Miss taught for a time in Port Clyde, later [_______________________ ___________ 111-tf J
Lenore Benner, secretary of the at Livermore Falls, and the past 19
SINGLE HOUSE, to let. Rockland St .
years home economics in the Water- I garage Inquire SHAFTER, 15 Rockland ♦
Rockland Chamber of Commerce.
St.
111-tf I
* V • •
i ville Junior High School, which posiCOZY, furnished five-room house, to i
Kcljf.v-Skinner
, tion she resigned this summer,
let. on Spruce Head Island, available | GOOD SPIRITUAL READING by
mall 25c and stamp Questions answereu.
Miss Eula M. Skinner of this place i Rev. Mr. Kelley is a native of i Sept 8: suitable lor summer cottage or |j Present
help—future prospects GEORGE
; year-round dwelling; rent very reason- |
120*122
and Waterville became the bride Waterbury. Vt.. and was graduated ! able. TEL Rockland 793-W after 4pm I' JONES Dlxmont, Maine
ROCKLAND*Radiator Works. 70*Park
Monday of Rev. William A. Kelley, i from St. Lawrence University ln 1 ______ ____________________________ 106-tf
THREE apartments, to let, two fur . Stieet; we specialize on auto radiators
pastor cf the All Souls Universalist Canton. N. Y., with a doctor's degree, nished
and one unfurnished. Good con . only; new ,-adlatcr guajtintoe With
dition.
rent low F L. SHAW, 47 No. every repair Job New and used radtaChurch, in Cakland. at a simple wed He has held pastorates in Athens.
119*121
Main St . TEL. 422-R
118-tf tors; drive ln for estimate.
ding service held at 2 o'clock at the Eenna.; Eover-Foxcroft. Livermore
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price
Church of the Messiah, Portland. Falls. Lewiston. Barre. Vt. and Oak rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE let for the season Phone ua. Rockland
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rev. William D. Veazle. the pastor, land. He is a 32d degree Mason, is MILLER. 692-M. Rankin St., City. 118-tf 980.
____
118-tf
who is superintendent of the Univer scoutmaster of a Boy Scout troop’ in
Large furnished room, to let. with 1 SPENCER CORSETS. Individually deS. WOLCOTT, Tel. Camden 571.
sal^*, Churches in Maine, and secre Oakland, the oldest scout master in bath. 84 week. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park 1|signed.
St.. Tel. 330.
118-tf _________________________________ 115-120
tary cf the UnlverralMt Convention service in the State. He also is man
RADIO reception noisy! weak or fad
Four room tenement to let at 38 Me
performed the ceremony, using the ager cf the Cakland Band.
chanic St MRS. W S. KENNISTON. ing? Have your tubes tested with latest
scientific tube tester Free of charge at
176
Main
St..
Tel
874-W
118-tf
dcuble ring service, in the presence
MAINE MUSIC CO. Tel. 708.
112-tf
STEAM heated office to let, central
cf a group of relatives.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
location. Tel 133.
118-tf
WENDELL C'HAPLES
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
The bride wore bronze, bottle green
FOUR-room apartment to let. all ! C. A LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
modern
Apn'v
Camden
8i
Rockland
transparent velvet with corsage of
This community was shocked and Wafer Co . Tel 634.
WATCHMAKER- Repairing
watches.
118-tf
clocks, antiques all kinds Call and detalisman roses, matching hat trimmed saddened to learn of the death Oct.
, liver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ameswith green and bronze ostrich
bury St.. Rockland. Tel 958-J.
118-tl
3 of Wendell, son of Earl U. and Eva
SOUTH THOMASTON
feathers, and matching pumps.
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
Fresent for the ceremony were Dr. (Gregory) Chaples. The deceased
Walter Ripley arrived Saturday GRAY, Tel. 8533
118-tf
and Mrs. Charles O. Dalrymple of was born in Rockland. Dec. 1, 1906
LADIES—Re'table hair goods at Rock
from Barre for a brief visit with his
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidera
Worcester Mass., Mrs. Edith Sealey and leaves six children—Jeanette,
parents. He returned Sunday, Miss solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J

FLAXOAP
CLEANS ANYTHING

89c

GOBLETS, wine glasses, tumblers and
glass dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
glass lamps and old dolls. P. O BOX
725, Rockland.___________________ 120* 122 |
MAN WANTED to act as direct repre
sentative for reiable* Nursery firm.
All fruit trees, roses, etc, completely
guaranteed
Investment or experience
unnecessary. Pay weekly. CONNECTI
CUT VALLEY NURSERIES. Manchester.
Conn.
120* It
USED or old Bamboo fly rods, wanted
at once, ln trade for new; liberal allow
ance on rods ln stock. Will trade some
shot guns and deer rifles. H. H CRIE
& CO . Sporting Goods Dept., Rockland.

TO LET

W. a. GLOVER CO.

MISCELLANEOUS

cf Framingham. Mass . Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Wincapaw of Tenant's Har
bor. Mrs. Marguerite Grindle of
Rcckland. Rev. and Mrs. Frank Pratt,
son Norman Pratt and daughter.
Miss Florerifce Pratt of Kennebunk
port. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Skinner
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Randall, and
daughters. Miss Avis Randall, and
Miss Audrey Randall of Liberty, Miss
Lucy Skinner of Thomaston.
Immediately following the cere
mony, Rev. and Mrs. Kelley left for
a week's motor trip. Mrs. Kelley's
traveling suit was of Queen Mary
blue, imported wool, consisting of
dress and long coat, trimmed with
fur, and on which were pinned gar
denias, her accessories matching.
They will be at home to friends after
Oct 20, at 190 Church street. Oakland.
Mrs. Kelley is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Skinner.
Mr. Skinner having been keeper of
the light at Port Clyde for many
years. He made this town his home
after retirement. Mrs. Kelley Is a
graduate of Farmington Normal.
School, home economics course, and

Richard. Rowland. Robert. Lois and
Charles. He fs also survived by his
mother and father, two sisters, Mrs.
J. Wesley Stuart of Glenmere. and
Mrs. Sherman Lord of Rockland ;and
one brother. Donald.
Cf a kind and pleasing disposition
he easily made friends who keenly
feel the shock of his (sudden death
and extend deepest sympathy to his
family.
Private funeral services were held
Tuesday from thc Russell Funeral
Parlors. The profusion of beautiful
flowers bore their testimony of love.
Mystery is at the beginning of this
life, and is at its end. Our loved ones
go down into the mists that separate
us from the unknown, and we see
them no more. But memory remains
ajjd through that medium, our lives
are still united with theirs. Thus
do they dwell forever in our minds
and hearts, bringing us the sacred
gifts of sympathy ard gcod will to
ward all mankind. In our hearts
and minds shall cur beloved ever be
enshrined wntle In regard to the
spirit life our love keeps saying:

Stuffy Head

"I cannot say. and I will not say
That he ls dead. He Is Just away.
Think of him still the same. I say;
He ls not dead, he ls Just away."

A few drops... and
you breathe again!
Clears clogging mu
cus, reduces swollen
membranes — helps
keep sinuses open.

Vicks

Va*tro-nol

A junior reporter, frequently repri
manded for relating too many details
1 Communicated! . and warned to be brief, sent in the
following:
''Last night Sir Dwight Hopeless, a
WE BUY
guest at Lady Panmore's ball, com
plained of feeling ill, took a drink,
AND SILVER
his hat, his coat, hisdeparture.no no
CLARENCE E. DANIELS tice of his friends, a taxi, a pistol
JEWELER
from his pocket, and finally his life.
370 MAIN ST.
ROOKLAND
Nice chap. Regrets.”

OLD

1

Dorothy Ripley going with him to
Montpelier. They were accompan
ied by Miss Winnefred Tibbetts of
Camden who will visit Miss Ripley.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell has em
ployment in Rockland.
Mrs Raymond Tibbetts of Camden
was guest Saturday of Miss Mary
Bartlett.
Everett Marston a member of the
U. S. Coast Guard Service, has moved
here with Ms family from Cape Eliza
beth and ls residing in the house
owned by Carolyn Davis and Jesse
Sleeper.
A beano party will be held Friday
night at the Grange hall—the third
of a series. Prizewinners Friday
were Helen Rackliffe, Stanton Sleep
er, Louise Rackliffe, Arline Hopkins
and Elizabeth Babb.
Mrs. Eva Sleeper went yesterday
to Boston via the White Mountains.
Mrs. Sleeper will proceed to Philadel
phia to visit Mr. and Mrs. Ross Wil
son thence to Whiting, Ind. for a
month's visit with her son Henry.
She will return to Rockland about
Dec. 1

GOLD

NOTICE
Thc Selectmen of Warren hereby give
notice that they will receive scaled
bids for the purchase of the real es
tate formerly owned by Samuel Peters
ln the Town of Warren
Bids to be
opened Saturday, Oct. 9. 1937, at 3 p m.
Tlie right ls reserved to reject any or
all bids.
Edwin E Gammon. Elbert L. Starrett.
1 Clarence F Peabody. Selectmen
I_________________________________ 119-170

NOTICE
U S. District Court
Maine District.
September 21. 1937.
Pursuant to the rules of the District
Court of the United States for the Dis
trict of Maine, notice ls hereby given,
that Stuart C Burgess of Rockland. In
said District, has applied for admission
as an attorney and counselor of said
District Court.
JOHN F KNOWLTON. Clerk
__________________________
118*120

IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
CAN IT BE CURED?
A booklet containing the opinions of
famous doctors on this Interesting sub
will be sent FREE, while they last,
to any reader writing to the Educational
Division. 551 Fifth Avenue, New York
N. Y., Dept. 0 366.
ject

POULTRYMEN
DAIRYMEN!
The consumer-producer owned
fo-operativc invites your inspec
tion of its new Grain and Feed
Store.
Offering you United Fanners and
Elmore Quality Feeds at substan
tial savings. Also poultry equip
ment, Pikgards, Hen Specs, Hel
mets, etc.
UNITED CO-OPERATIVE
FARMERS, INC.
NEW COUNTY RD.
TEL. 1144
log&iiPThwe
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YOU CAN WIN
Two FREE Nine-Day Cruises to

Mrs. Joshua N. Southard and
mother, Mrs. Euretta E. Annatoyne
went this morning to New York,
I where Mrs. Annatoyne will visit her
daughter, Mrs. J. J. Mackln. Mrs.
Southard will be guest ot her daugh
ter, Mrs. Bennett R. Speer in Scars' dale.
i

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Voter who
have been visiting their daughter
Mrs. Prank Horeysacle, have returned
to Phillips. They made the jour
ney with Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Voter
ol larmington, who spent the week
end with the Horeysacks.

NASSAU AND HAVANA
PLUS $100 CASH FOR POCKET MONEY

The Monday Niters met this week
with Mrs. Robert Demuth, Masonic
street. Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
John Mills, Mrs. Christella Russell,
Miss Harriet Grover, Mrs. William
Thomas, Mrs. Lawrence Mills and
Miss Susan Spear. Refreshments
were served.

2«2-<P,u>l.-2«2
INCLUDING 61 FREE CRUISES WILL BE GIVEN
TO WINNERS IN

Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Harkness and
' daughter Betty of Bangor were week
Robert Kochs and family of New end guests of Miss G. A. Harkness. 32
York are enjoying October days at School street.
their summer home on Bear Hill.

DURAND'S

Mrs. Henry Keating and Miss
At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Katherine Keating have returned
Louts B. Cook, Beech street, a kitchen
from a two weeks motor trip to
shower was given for Mrs. Louis
< S*k glorious days and
Springfield and Lee, Mass.
Bowen of Isle au Haut, who recenNy
nights at sea — A day in
became a bride.
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Scarlott are
beautiful Nassau — Two
The final picnic of the season for on a week's motor trip to Quebec.
TWO FREE CRUISES
THE GRAMD PRUE
thrilling days and one ex
Chapin Class members and husbands
PLUS $100 IN CASHI
citing night in glamorous
Mrs. Lucy E. Holbrook of 137 Union
will be held Tuesday, Oct. 12 with
Havana—These are all in
| Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazie at their street, who had a birthday last Sat
farm on Rankin street. Those at urday and is a shut-in had a very
cluded in the
pleasant day .receiving lots of cards,
tending are asked to take dishes.
letters and gifts; also three nice
74 PRIZES EVERY WEEK FOR 20 WEEKS
Mrs. O. R. Lawry and daughter birthday cakes. Many callers extend
3 — FREE CRUISES TO NASSAU & HAVANA.
Miss Mary Lawry spent the week ed their congratulations.
which are included in the
end ln Boston. They were accom
3 —CASH PRIZES OF $10.00 EACH.
Mrs. Sadie Leach was hostess to
panied by Miss Dorothy Lawry who
I — 5 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
will resume studies with Felix Pox. Thimble Club Monday. Sewing and
luncheon.
I — 3 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
to be given winners in
Mrs. Lina Carroll was honor guest
Sunday night at a party given in obI — 2 LB. BOX OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
D. and F. Club met Monday night
i servance of her birthday anniversary with Mrs. Maurice Athearn, West
5 — I LB. BOXES OF MINIATURES IN GOLD.
I by Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett at her Meadow road. Picnic supper was
I Rockville farm. A decorated cake served. Winners at cards were Mrs.
; which was a real work of art, dainty Raymond Cross, Mrs. Herbert Kai-'
refreshments and a social time were loch and Miss Marion Upham.
fully enjoyed. Mrs. Carroll was re1 membered with lovely gifts. The
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse
Us for Free Folder
guests were Jesse Carroll, Mr. and were the weekend guests of Mr. and
When Old JackIFrost begins to nip you a little and
Mrs. William O'Jala, twin daughters Mrs. Fred Foster in Biddeford.
No. 25 Which Gives
Vivian and Helen and son Raymond.
you begin to feel the need of heavier underwear and
Full Details.
Miss Harriett Grover. Roy Mank,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin are
clothing, we want you to come in and see what we
Frank Blake and Miss Barbara on a motor trip to Gaspe Peninsula.
have to keep you warm—and just notice the prices!
Grover.
Stanley Boynton has returned to
.... .
S1.00, $1.25, $1.98
MEN'S FALL UNION SUITS
T. H. E. Club met this week for Lexington. Mass., after spending a va
.................. . $3.25, $4.75
MEN'S WOOL UNION SUITS
cards at the home of Mrs. Albert cation with his family at the home of
......... ...... 75c, 98c, $1.98
MEN'S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
$1.00, $1.75, $198
Havener. Honors went to Mrs. Fred Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens. He
MEN S IT ANNUL SHIRTS ..........
$1.00. $3.00, $5.00
MEN'S WOOL SWEATERS ..........
Veazie and Mrs. Edward Gonia.
was accompanied by his father J.
$3.75, $5.00
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS
$6.00, $7.50, $7.98
Harry Boynton.
MEN'S MACKINAWS .................. Invited
guests
numbering
10
gath.................. $1.50, $1.98
MEN S WORKING PANTS
j ered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
.......... $3.50, $3.75, $4.50
MEN'S DRESS PANTS .............
CLEATHERO-FROST
................................ $2.98
John McLoon, Monday to join their
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS
...................
$6.00,
$6.75
HOIS' .MACKINAWS ................
j scr. Biily In celebrating his fourth
Miss Ella Crockett Frost, daughter
$1.98, $3.00, $3.75
F Newbert
BOYS' LONG PANTS ....-.............
speaker Sunday morning at the Bap- on the barn
birthday. It was a real "stag” party,
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Bass of Spring...
„
....
$1.00,
$1.98,
$2.98
BOYS' KNICKERS
farm.
of
iTr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
T.
Frost
of
i
tlst
Church.
. the afternoon being spent with toys,
$1.98, $2.98
field, Mass., are at their Holiday
BOYS' CORDUROY PANTS .......
Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert in
games and the inspection of presents, 25 Dennis street, Arlington, Mass.,
$1.00, $1.50, $1.98
BOYS' SWEATERS
Beach cottage for remainder of this
company with Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley
ROUND POND
j A gay birthday cake served with re- became the bride of George Cleathero,
We have a big line tc pick from. Just come in and look them over.
and daughter and Sgt. Joel Penning
l frcshments was one of the major at son of Mr. and Mrs. John Cleathero month. They have as guests Cullen
Hamilton and daughter Genevieve
ton of Bangor motored Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Doering and
tractions. Several of the mothers
The Rubinstein Club will have the Castine for a day's visit. ,
son Paul of West Roxbury. Mass.,
1 spent the afternoon with Mrs. Mc of 79 Clifford street, Taunton, Mass, also of Springfield.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the
first fall meeting Friday night at 8; Mrs. Eleanor Pitman and son, have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Loon.
o'clock at the Universalist vestry. Misses Eleanor Puller. Ernestlng Ful- j Fred Doering for a week.
ceremony taking place at the hotne :
The Outing Club dined at the Cop. of the bride's parents. Rev. Henry [
Departing from the usual custom, the j ler and Louise Robbins were visitors 1 Stanley Swett and son Robert of
per Kettle Wednesday, the afternoon
jeason s programs this year are Saturday at the home of Mrs. Pit- Everett, Mass., and Charles Swett of
M. iMedary, rector of the Episcopal j
CAMDEN
being spent at cards and needlework.
open to members only. Selections to 1 man's parents in Waldoboro,
East Boston, Mass., passed the week
Church. Taunton, officiated, the
be presented are here given in proRoy Luce and two children were re end with Mrs. Elveria Swett.
TODAY
AND
FRIDAY
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. White enroute double ring ceremony being used. The
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Richards,
gram form;
cent callers ln this vicinity.
tc Washington, D. C., Miss Irene
A MIRACLE OF MUSICAL DELIGHT
Mrs. Ellen Carleton and children Walter Richards and Rachie Morton
Vocal—Claire de Lune,
Debusay
home was artistically decorated with
Edna Rollins
Wells, Miss Anna Hurley and Miss
have been passing several days with attended the North Knox Fair
garden flowers, and guests were pres
(Nettle Averill, accompanist)
I Nelle Freethy of Brooklin were reVocal
—
I
Passed
by Your Window, Brahe her parents.
Several residents
are
having
ent from New York, Taunton, Mans
Carleen Nutt
, cent callers at the home of Mrs. F.
Aubrey Puller is making repairs houses painted and shingled.
field and this city. An informal re
i
(Faith Berry, accompanist)
I C. Davis.
Vocal- Dawn.
Pearl Curran
ception was held and refreshments
A Lake and a Fairy Boat.
Homer
Quando
a
te
Lieta,
Gounod
Members of E.F A. Club had pic were served.
Dorothy Bird Snow
After a wedding trip to Colorado by J
(Accompanist. Kathleen O’Hara)
nic dinner at the home of Mrs. Fred
Vocal—Do Not Go My Love. Hagemana
the
northern
route,
returning
by
the
Oladys Grant
Collamore. Wednesday with Mrs.
(Accompanist. Mrs Berry)
Benjamin Philbrook assisting hostess. southern route, Mr. and Mrs. death- ,
, V ocal—The Floods of Spring.
Rachmaninoff
At the card game in the afternoon ero will make their home at 312 West :
A Bowl of Roses.
Clarke
Britannia
street,
Taunton.
top scores went to Mrs. I. J. Shuman.
Lillian. Joyce
The
bride
wore
a
gray
traveling
(Mrs.
Berry
at
piano)
Mrs. C. A. Packard, Mrs. L. F Chase
Men, Women and Children, study the Dance in the beautiful Tower
Vocal—How Can I Tell Thee,
Slbella
dress and corsage of pink Briarcliffe
Longing Dear For You.
Densmore
and Mrs. H H. Flint
Room
of Community Building- I-essoiw iu all types of Dancing and
Nettle Frost
roses. She was attended by her step
(Mrs Hopkins, accompanist)
Physical Culture.
SATURDAY
mother,
Mrs.
Charles
T.
Frost,
who
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Aldred. who
Piano—Valrlk,
John Mokrejo
Charlotte Hopkins
TAP. TOE, MODERN, NATIONAL, CHARACTER, MUSICAL
Dcuble Feature
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. wore a Wine colored dress and cor
COMEDY AND BALL ROOM DANCING
MARTIN JOHNSON'S
Carleton Morse. Broad street, have sage of Talisman rcses and single yel
APPLETON RIDGE
returned to their home in Waltham. low chrysanthemums. John F. Scan
“BORNEO”
lon of Taunton was best man.
Mass.
Nelson Moody has bought the Perle
The picture of the unbelievable
The bride was born in Plymouth.
Perry farm on The Ridge.
Jungle
life
EVERY THURSDAY
The members of Lady Knox Chap She was graduated from the Attle
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Sprowl are
ter. D.A.R. held their first monthly boro High School and the State j
LEWIS STONE
TOWER ROOM, COMMUNITY BUILDING
parents of a son born recently at
meeting of the season Monday after Teachers' College in Framing
in
Knox
Hospital.
noon. at ithe home of Mrs. Alice Karl. ham and has been home economics i
PHONE 898, ROCKLAND, FOR INFORMATION
‘The Man Who Cried
Mr. and Mrs. Jenness Keller and
Granite street. At the business meet- teacher at the Belchertown State nor- ;
friend of Lincolnville Beach were
Wolf”
j ing, conducted by the new regent. mal. The bridegroom was born in '
callers Saturday at Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mrs. Mary Southard, it was voted to Taunton and was graduated from the !
PROGRAM MONITOR
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
M. Newbert's.
make a cash contribution towards Taunton High School and the Bent
Just M hi* skill at the studio con
the Edith Scott Magna tablet, in ley School! of Accounting. He is em
Charles Adams of Liberty was the '
FRIDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
$100.00
trols assures quality program
Constitution Hall, Washington, in ployed at the Taunton Gas Light Com
broadcasting, so the exclusive
recognition of her work in raising a pany and Is affiliated with King David
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Tone Monitor in the new G-E
million dollars, for the building of Lodge. F A.M—Arlington (Mass.) Sun.
Radio brings you, tor the first
Ride (or your lives
Avalanche I"
Constitution Hall. Another contribu
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
The bride is a niece ce Miss Annie .
time, faithful reproduction of the
tion will go towards a Maine flag, Frost, and has epent her summers at
program he sends out.
tj be placed with other State flags, North Haven.
year's big fun and music show
Listen to a new G-E for a real
ln the Armory at Annapolis. The
JOE PENNER • GENE HAYMOND
budget for the year was presented
Radio treat!
PARSYAKARKUS * VICTOR MOORE
and accepted and Mrs. Adele Morton,
HARRIET HILLIARD - HELEN’
f7**' ttl 7
A New England prod
oi Union Was admitted to member
uct at attractive
fe.
Vi '
ship in Lady Knox Chapter by trans
prices. Send for free
fer from the Boston Tea Party Chap
MODEL F-65
samples with new
ter of Boston. It was announced that
fall hints.
6 TUBES • 2 BANDS
Mrs. Karl will broadcast on the THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, INC.
Tone Monitor. Louver Dial.
D.A.R. program Thursday at 10.45 Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. H.
Visual Volume Control Indicator.
a. m: over station WLBZ. After
Visual 4-point Tone Control In
the business meeting Mrs. Karl read
PATRONIZE YOUR
dicator. 12-inch Stabilized Dy
IKO
Columbus' Prayer in observance of
OTHER REUI 1938
•AOIO
namic Speaker. Automatic Vol
FKtvr.
Columbus Day. The social hour fol
ume Control. Foreign-Domestic
G-E RRDIOS FROm
lowing was enjoyed by 24 members,
Reception.
Hand
refreshments being served by the
NOW
“IT'S ALL YOURS”
some Console.........
PLAYING
with
hostess and her assistants Mrs. Mary
MADELEINE CARROLL, FRANCES LEDERER
Ladd, Mrs. Beulah Allen, Mrs. Eu Who is ready to serve you
*rkiara w,ifc George Hayes • Russell Hayden • Harry Worth
retta Annatoyne and Mrs. Hattie
365 days in the year
William Duncan • Nora lane • lois Wilde • Billy King
Shows: Matinee 2;
Davies.
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
Silsby
’
s
Flower
Shop
ITODAY
TEL. 721
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN STREET
TEL.
font. Saturday
“SIIE ASKED FOR IT"
TEL. 318-W
Public supper in Undercroft, St.
2.00 to 10.30
with
ROCKLAND
Tel. 892
Rockland
409
Peter's Church, Saturday, 5 to 7.— 371 MAIN ST.
WILLIAM GARGAN
lOOtf
FOR (Wt; PLACE tot n't SPf CfF V .GE PRE TESTED R A 1) it), ri!BI s.
adv,
----

A REAL VACATION CRUISE!

HAVANA CONTESTS

61 J/UUL tf/dUABA,
! 282 -PRIZES -282

DURAND'S

HAVANA CONTESTS

20 WEEKLY COHTESTS!
20 SETS OF PRIZES!
20 CHANCES TO WIN!

Aik

ENTER THESE CONTESTS AND WIN A FREE CRUISE!

CHISHOLM’S SPA

484 MAIN ST.

TEL 681-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

The Rubinstein Club

WILLIS AYER

COMIQUE

IH TH*

.

DANCE YOUR WAY

To Health and Happiness

M4DI*ci-USlVS®'

CHARLOTTE CAHILL RAUSER

Knitting Wools

illOUM®16
iebws
BBS'65!

$54.95

$19.95

HOUSE SHERMAN,

INC.
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tant. This was manifested at the age
of twelve, when, at an examination
of candidates for church member“The Good News Of the ' ship, the child protested against the
Kingdom” — What Did Calvlnistlc decree of predestination
—the doctrine that some are saved
Mrs. Eddy Discover?
whilst others are damned. One can
but remember here another memo
The following extracts are from a rable instance when a child was
lecture on Christian Science entitled found in the temple in the midst of
‘'Christian Science: The Good News the doctors, hearing them and ask
of the Kingdom," delivered in Rock- ing them questions!
,
While loving all the good ln the
land recently by John Randall Dunn, j christian church. Mary Bakfr
C£.B , of Boston,
1 early began questioning the absence
• • • •
of the healing enjoined by Jesus.
May I ask you to let your thought Why were not Christian people fol
go back in human history nearly lowing the explicit commands of the
two thousand years, or. to be exact, Master to preach heaven at hand and
to about the year 31 of the Christian to heal the sick? History shows that
era. An extraordinary thing was Christian healing was practiced long
happening in Palestine, a country after the disciples and others who
lying on the eastern shores of the ihad known Jesus had Passed from
Mediterranean. A young Preacher mortaI view. And did not the Master
had Just finished a discourse which say that those who believed on him
was destined to be known as the were to do his works?
greatest sermon of all time—the
Mrs. Eddy's Healing Experience
Sermon on the Mount, as it has since
The restoration of this vital part
been called. In this discourse he set of the ministry of Christ Jesus thus
forth, simply and directly, spiritual became the motif of the mighty
rules and laws for the attainment of symphony of Mrs. Eddy's lifework.
liealth and happiness. Then, to the We flnd her g^king this spiritual
amazement of his hearers and of the healing throughout the years—inlnhabltants of the region in which. vestigating this method discarding
he appeared he proceeded to demon- that. But the answer came definitely,
strate the truth and practicability i in 1866. when apparently at death's
of these rules—in other words, to! door she turned to her Bible and
practice what he had just been < pened to the ninth 'chapter of Mat
preaching. Here, yesterday as today, thews Gospel. As she read and
w’as a sight unfamiliar to mortal j pondered the story of the healing of
eyes—an idealist practically demon-! the man sick of the palsy, the spiritstrating the truth of his idealism! ual truth which banished that man's
First, the remarkable young Preacher , sin and sickness raised her up from
healed a leper; then, without per-' her sick-bed. Into a heart yearning
sonally visiting the- servant of a for spiritual light and prepared
centurion he spoke the word which therefor by years of Christian prayer
restored him to health. Shortly after and living, began to dawn the rays
he stilled a violent storm at sea then of divine truth which are destined
healed a demoniac, then a palsied to put to flight the darkness of
bedridden man, then a maiden who' superficial, intellectual Christianity
had passed on. then two blind men. and reveal Jesus' vital healing mesIn fact, the Bible sums up his actlv- sage—the kingdom of heavenly haritles following the Sermon on the mony among men.
Mount thus: "And Jesus went about
What Did Mrs. Eddy Discover?
all the cities and villages, teaching
Now
what did Mrs. Eddy discover
in their synagogues, and preaching
that
had
not been known before?
the Gospel of the kingdom, and heal- |
ing every sickness and every disease 1 Let us turn to her words in "Miscel
laneous Writings" (p. 24). Referring
among the people."
| to her healing she writes: "That
Has Christianity Preached Heaven short experlence included a glimpse
At Hand?
' of thc great fact that j hgve s[nce

Christian Science

In the light of this clear, definite tried to make plain to others, namely,
teaching, how can one explain the Life ir. and of Spirit, this Life being
failure of professing Christians to the sole reality of existence. I learned
preach and to practice what might that mortal thought evolves a sub
well be called one of the most im- jective state which it names matter,
portant points of the Saviour's mes- j thereby shutting out the true sense
sage—the ushering into
human j of Spirit." Then later she adds (p
hearts of heaven, harmony, and the 28): "In divine Science it is found
consequent healing of sickness as that matter is a phase of error, and
well as of sin? Like many other chil- that neither one really exists, since
dren reared in Christian homes. I God is Truth, and All-in-all. Christ's
received from loving parents and Sermon on the Mount, in its direct
earnest
Sunday School teachers application to human needs, conwhat they considered. I am sure, firms this conclusion."
sound Christian doctrine. But was I
Philosophers dow’n through the
taught the glad tidings that I could 1 centuries have glimpsed the fact
taste heaven today if I followed the ’hat what is termed matter is but
Master's rules? I was not. Heaven externalized thought. Many religionw$t> a future state of bliss which ists have wrestled with what seemed
might be attained in the afterlife, t0 them is the contradictory theory
and again it might not. Christian that a good God who is Spirit is
healing? Yes there was a brief men- responsible for a discordant material
tion of such a thing in a prayer we ! creation; but it remained for a
used to offer. It proceeded on this! spiritually-minded woman to anwise: that God. in His infinite wis- trounce boldly that since God is
dom had seen fit to send the afllic- i Mind. Spirit, omnipotent and omnition to His child, and we earnestly Present good, then that which is op
implored Him to reconsider the mat- • posed to Spirit, good—that is, matter,
ter and raise the sufferer to health; evil, sickness, all discord—is unreal.
or else—and I can recall how I used 1 While some incredulous thought
to shudder over that awful "or else"! mutters: "Nonsense!” Christian Sci
—take the sick one to his heavenly ence proves the proposition to be
true by wiping out some picture of
home
Of course, from one standpoint, sin or sickness on this metaphysical
this was a safe prayer, to offer, for basts.

Everything by Kathleen Norris;
Storm Over Eden by Helen T. Miller;
Fine To Look At by Sophie Kerr;
Three Comrades by Enrich Re Radio Priest Calls Black’s
marque.
Appointment To Supreme
• • • •
Bench “Stupidity”
New Fall books on order are:
Thirteen O'clock by Stephen Vin
The declaration of Supreme Court
cent Benet. The Rains Came by Louis
Bromfleld; The Romance of Rosy Justice Hugo L. Black that he once
Ridge by Mackinlay Kantor. So Great1 belonged to the Ku Klux Kian but
a Man (Napoleon) by David Pilgrim; doesn’t any more continues to be the
The Seven Who Fled by Frederic I subject of __n
—
_____ much
.
nationwide
comment,
Prokosch (Chosen as the Harper
Prize Novel) Ghosts by Edith of which is not favorable to the for
Wharton; The Woman Who Rose mer Klansman.
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin, long silent
Again by Gleb Botkin; The Annointed by Clyde Davis.
on public affairs denounced Presi
dent Roosevelt's appointment of Hugo
THE THREE-LINKERS
L. Black to the Supreme Court as

Coughlin Speaks

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m

Plan Your Winter Reading Now
The Rockland Public Library
should be regarded as “the finishing
hand in the system of public edu
cation" in Rockland; and as the
place where every citizen who so de
sires may find the means of self
education.
Are To Hold Giant Mass Meeting in
I
Bangor Auditorium Oct. 19
For those interested in taking civil!
service examinations will flnd these
A giant mass meeting of State
new books helpful; Questions and I.O.O.F lodges will be held in the
Answers For Civil Service; Law- Bangor auditorium Tuesday night
Enforcing Positions; Railway Postal
Oct. 19, with the Initiatory degree to
Clerk and Clerk-Carrier Positions;
be conferred upon candidates by a
Clerical Positions.
degree staff of Grand Lodge offirials. This comes the day before
At the convention of the Maine the Grand Lodge meeting.
Library Association held in Lakewood
The new Grand Sire, Judge Thomas
a week ago much interest was cen-|o Andrews of Oklahoma, has retered around the author Carl Car- j quested the calling of this meeting
mer. author of "Stars Pell on Ala and Maine Odd Fellows plan to show
bama" and "Listen For a Lonesome that Maine is one of the best and
Drum." Mr Carmer has made a liveliest of his jurisdictions.
great study of the various sections of
Officers of Penobscot Lodge. No
cur country and is trying to recap 7 T5T Bangor will open the meeting
ture our Ameican mythology which All lodges having candidates for deis becoming lost due to the lack of gree must write to William E. French
imagination in our standardized way recording secretary of Penobscot
of living He feels that America has a lodge, requesting that lodge to conhumoi few countries have. In his (er the initiatory degree upon Its
new book "Hurricane’s Children" to candidates giving their names.
be published this fall the title is
— ■■
taken from a bit of folklore from the
Middlewest and is filled with stories
from various sections of the country.
Som? of the familiar characters are
Paul Bunyan. Maine; Tony Beaver,
West Virginia; Annie Christmas. NewOrleans; Pecos Bill, the Cowboy,
Judging from a few of the stories he
told the book should be most enter
taining.
• • • •
Simon and Schuster report that
the French. Norwegian and Italian
publication rights to Dale Carnegie's
"How To Win Friends and Influ
ence People have been contracted
for There are several countries ln
Europe that could do with some ad
vice on the subject of winning friends
but it seems to a disinterested ob
server that some of them have been
overdoing the business of influencing
people

These attractive printed reading
lists are now ready for our readers of
high school age and over. “Careers In
Fact and Fiction" and 'Gther Times."

New books worth reading:
Fables For Parents by Dorothy
Canfield Fisher.
A collection of seventeen short
stories selected from the author's
work of the last few years, the ma
jority of which are studies in child
psychology.
The Citadel by A. J. Cronin.
A fine young Scotch doctor strug
gles to make good in his profession
and at the same time remain true
to his vows, in the face of profes
sional jealouy, ignorance and greed,
an excellent character-problem story.
No Hearts To Break by Susan
Ertz.
A most interesting historical novel
of the marriage of Jerome Bona
parte to Elizabeth Patterson, reign
ing beauty of Baltimore, in 1803
Life With Mother by Clarence Day.
Readers who delighted in “Life
With Father" will find further enjoy
ment in this new book about the red
headed Day Family—with Mother
Famous Magazine, American as the central figure this time.

what seemed to happen one might'
say that the prayer was answered.
But do we find a warrant ln
Jesus' teachings and practice for such
a prayer? When the leper besought
him for healing, did the Master
Boy, Presents Six-Man
utter one “or else"? “Lord, if thou
Team
wilt, thou canst make me clean,"
pleaded the afflicted one. Promptly
In the early fall issues of The
came the joyous unwavering assur
ance from one who knew the will of American Boy there’ll be presented
a good God for His children :"I will: the 6tory of a new game—six-man
be thou clean."
football—fast as professional football,
Mrs. Eddy's Love for the Christian wide open as basketball, thrilling as
Church
hockey!
Now the broad-minded Christian
The game came to life through the
must ever be mindful of the glimpses need of small schools for some sub
of Truth to be found in practically stitute for 11-man football, which was
every creed, and he should be deeply too expensive. Stephen Epler, a Ne
grateful for them. How thankful, for braska graduate student in athletics,
instance, a Christian Scientist should developed the game of six-man foot
be that from the Congregational fold ball to meet this need. In six-man
there came a follower of Christ Jesus football anybody can score, the pos
in the person of our beloved Leader, sibility of injury from mass plays is
who was destined to weave into one minimized, and the game is open
seamless robe the truths taught by 1 enough for spectators to follow every
every Christian church, and. best of ■ exciting development.
The new game is a hit. New schools
all. to restore to the garment of
Christianity the lost element of are taking it up every day. In coming
i issues The American Boy tells the
Christ-healing.
Mary Baker Eddy, the revered i world about this practical new game.
Discoverer and Founder of the Sci- In addition, it presents The American
ence of Christianity, loved the Chris- \ Boy Official Handbook, which can be
tian church. She has written (Mes- ; obtained from the magazine at 20
sage for 1901, p. 31): “Among the list cents a copy, or 15 cents when bought
of blessings infinite I count these , In bulk.
Note: Subscription prices of The
dear: Devout othodox parents; my
early culture in the Congregational American Boy will be raised in the
Church; the daily Bible reading and near future. Send your subscription
family prayer; my cradle hymn and order at once to take advantage of
the Lord's Prayer, repeated at night; the bargain rates now in effect; one
my early association with distin- i year at $1.00 or three years at $2 00.
guished Christian clergymen. ... I Foreign subscriptions 50c a year ex
became early a child of the Church, tra. Send your name, address and
an eager lover and student of vital remittance to The American Boy 7430
Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich. On
Christianity."
Btn this child was an independent newsstands the price is 15c a copy,
115&118-12(1
thinker, ever a true Christian Protes- —adv.

New Football Game

Recent Books You Might Have
Missed:
Victoria Four-Thirty by Cecil
Roberts.
Twenty-three stories representing
widely different types of people who
are destined to meet as passengers
on the 4:30 from Victoria Station,
London, on a given day—strong in
human interest.
And So—Victoria by Vaughan
Wilkins.
A historical novel of England from
1819 to 1837 filled with characters,
action, romance and intrigue and
deals A rather startling revelation
of the immorality of the period but
informative and well written.
Humming Bird by Eleanor Farjeon
A far from ordinary story, ex
quisite in its way. but of rather
limited appeal. A young French girl
seeing some beautiful examples of
the work of Watteau, is transported
in imagination to the scenes in which
these treasures had a part many
years before. The author has succedded in portraying to perfection
in words, what Watteau presented
with his brush. The value of the
story lies in the mental pictures it
brings up, rather than in the plot.
Outward Room by Millen Brand.
One of those books which, because
it is unusual and so subtle ln the
telling attracts much attention.

For a bit of light romance read:
I've Been To London by Temple
Bailey; Shining Headlands by Sara
Ware Bassett; Storm Girl by Joseph
Lincoln; Recapture the Moon by
Sylvia Thompson; You Cant Have

fair and all committees are busy
completing plans. Members are re
minded of the date as those solicited
Making Plans For Reception j will make plans to take articles to
To Mrs. Plummer and the the hal1 and enjoy the afternoon with
these busy Daughters.
Annual Fair
Mrs. Mary Brewster was the "Mys
tery
” winner and Mrs. Allie BlackA meeting of unusual interest was
a
ington and (Olive Crockett will have
held by Ruth Mayhew Tent D.U.V. in
charge of the next supper. Mrs. Lina
Grand Army Hall Monday night. Carroll will have the next beano

Ruth Mayhew Tent

New Assistant
At Stonington

"stupidity."
“If Congress can and will pass any
resolution respecting Justice Black,"
Father Coughlin said "It is my hope
; that the resolution will instruct him
1 to wear a white hood as he occupies
the Supreme Court bench so that
the children of the next generation
G. Hartley Curtis, new as
appreciate to what depths a
sistant principal at Stoning
politician will stoop and will appre
ton High School. He is a na
ciate some of the misery we have
tive of Casco, was graduated
ceen saved had there been five other
from Casco High School in
appointees of Justice Black's calibre, 1925 and from Bates College
"May Black be a monument to the in 1930. He taught at Bridg
New Deal attempt to destroy the ton Academy and at CCC
independence of the Supreme Court
camps at Camden, Greenville
of Mr. Roosevelt's personal stupidity
and Fort Williams.
in appointing him and of the United
States Senate's tendency to rubber
■‘■tamp practically all New Deal pro- resume his Sunday afternoon broadposals."
casts beginning Oct. 31 over a naGranting what he declared would tlonal
network, but intimated he
be his "only interview of the year." would not again take an active part
Father Coughlin announced plans to in political campaigns.

A well attended supper was served party, which is the fourth in a series,
with Maude Cables and Priscilla in the Grand Army Hall next Mon
Smith as hostess. Drill practice was day night at 7 30. It was also voted
in order, with Irene Winslow as in to hold a card party, announcement
structor. Preparations for the re at another date.
ception to be given Oct 25 to Eliza
Mrs. Plummer told the Daughters
Plummer, departent president and of her visits with Tents in Bangor.
staff are rapidly progressing, with Old Town and Milo, which took place
Priscilla Smith. Tent president as last week, and where she found much
general chairman. Carrie House and enthusiasm and activities ln the Or
Stella McRae as hostesses and Lina der. in Milo she was the guest of
Carroll, oommittee on decorations. Mrs. Olive Haskell, past department
Invitations have been extended to ’ president, in Old Town of Mrs. Annie
local patriotic orders and auxiliaries. ' Brown. P.D.P. and in Bangor of Mrs.
Tlie Tent will be officially visited Maude Milan senior vice president of
by Mrs. Maude Milan, department j the department of Maine, who have
senior vice president of Bangor by | all been guests in Rockland, and still
special dispensation.
Oct. 26. She talking of the wonderful reception
will be accompanied
by about 20 given by our city when the Grand
Daughters of Mary
Todd Lincoln 1 Army conventions were entertained
Tent of Bangor. Mrs Susie Karl was i here. Auburn and Lewiston are next
paid a visit by her 'Mysterious ! in line for official visits, the dates
Friend" and found herself the proud j to be Oct. 7 and 8. Mrs. Plummer
possessor of a set of crochet curtain also attended the reception held in
pulls, but didn't find the identity of Oud Fellows hall yesterday in Auher "Friend.
Work is going on j burn, given by the Burnside Relief
steadily on the Department afghan Corps. No. 10 in honor of G.A.R.
which promises to be a valuable gift State Commander. O. N. Leavitt of
for the winner.. A period of silence Portland.
was maintained in respect for the
Past Department Commander Tlbbetts whose death in Augusta last
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
week made another vacancy ln the cf all kinds. Power machin; stltchfast thinning ranks of the G.A.R.
Ing. Awnings stored Rockland AwnDec. 6 is the date set for the annual Ing Co.. 16 Willow St.
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I WANT MY
WIFE AND
CHILDREN TO
BE WARM
THIS WINTER
If that is what You
-> • > ~ ;•' ' .»

V-

want, too, sign up
for Socony’s Great
'■>. V

*aL7

Service, NOW!

AUTOMATIC DELIVERY! Socony’s
“Weather-Watching” system and deliv
ery service give you fuel oil when you need it
...without need of telephoning...so that your
tank will not run dry.

METERED SERVICE! When you buy from
Socony you get metered service for
your convenience and accuracy!

O

©

Q

©

AMPLE SUPPLY! Socony’s huge resources stand between you and fuel oil
shortage...you’re doing business with one
of America’s leading oil companies!
UNIFORM QUALITY! Socony fuel oil is
tested daily for uniformity and high qual
ity. It is an IMPROVED PRODUCT, specially
developed for home oil burners. Socony Fuel
Oil is clean. Ignites instantly. Burns com
pletely. YET IT COSTS NO MORE!

COURTEOUS SERVICE! Your Socony
tank wagon driver has been carefully
chosen, fully trained. He isgentlemanly, cour
teous. He will be careful of your lawn —will
not trample your rose-bushes, nor leave
pools of oil in your driveway.
RELIABILITY! -Your contract with So
cony is backed by a large and respon
sible company— the finest equipment — reli
able men —tremendous resources. Remem
ber this —Socony quality and Socony Friend
ly Service are yours—AT NO EXTRA COST!

©

SOCONY FUEL OIL PLAN
REMEMBER —under the Socony Plan you pay for fuel
oil alone! All the extra advantages and protection are
free! Get the complete facts. Cut out and mail coupon

PHONE ROCKLAND 115
i

or Mail this Coupon

— or call telephone number at the right —today!

Standard Oil of New York
Division ot Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

FRIENDLY SERVICE
IN FUEL OIL,TOO!

Fuel Oil Department
ROCKLAND, ME.

I would like to have all the details on Socony’s t uel
Oil Plan. Will you please have one of your represen
tatives call ?
Name

